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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION

Design and Analysis of the Federal Aviation Administration Next Generation Fire Test
Burner

By ROBERT IAN OCHS

Dissertation Director:
Professor Fransisco Javier Diez

The United States Federal Aviation Administration makes use of threat-based fire test
methods for the certification of aircraft cabin materials to enhance the level of safety in
the event of an in-flight or post-crash fire on a transport airplane. The global nature of
the aviation industry results in these test methods being performed at hundreds of
laboratories around the world; in some cases testing identical materials at multiple labs
but yielding different results. Maintenance of this standard for an elevated level of safety
requires that the test methods be as well defined as possible, necessitating a
comprehensive understanding of critical test method parameters. The tests have evolved
from simple Bunsen burner material tests to larger, more complicated apparatuses,
requiring greater understanding of the device for proper application. The FAA specifies a
modified home heating oil burner to simulate the effects of large, intense fires for testing
of aircraft seat cushions, cargo compartment liners, power plant components, and thermal
ii

acoustic insulation. Recently, the FAA has developed a Next Generation (NexGen) Fire
Test burner to replace the original oil burner that has become commercially unavailable.
The NexGen burner design is based on the original oil burner but with more precise
control of the air and fuel flow rates with the addition of a sonic nozzle and a pressurized
fuel system. Knowledge of the fundamental flow properties created by various burner
configurations is desired to develop an updated and standardized burner configuration for
use around the world for aircraft materials fire testing and airplane certification. To that
end, the NexGen fire test burner was analyzed with Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) to
resolve the non-reacting exit flow field and determine the influence of the configuration
of burner components.

The correlation between the measured flow fields and the

standard burner performance metrics of flame temperature and burnthrough time was
studied. Potential design improvements were also evaluated that could simplify burner
set up and operation.
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Introduction

1.1

Back
kground

1.1.1

FAA Fire Safety Research and
a Develop
pment

The
T United States Fedeeral Aviation
n Administrration (FAA
A) is the soole authorityy for
reegulating co
ommercial aviation
a
safeety in the U
United Statess. The FAA
A mission iis “to
provide the sa
afest, most efficient
e
aero
ospace systeem in the woorld.” Workking to fulfilll that
mission
m
is thee FAA Fire Safety
S
Brancch, which suupports the F
FAA’s aviatiion safety gooal by
developing teechnologies, procedures,, test methodds, and fire pperformancee criteria thaat can
dents caused by a variety
y of fire threaats and imprrove occupannt survivabillity.
prrevent accid

Beginning
B
in
n the 1940’ss, the Civill Aeronauticcs Authorityy (predecesssor to the F
FAA)
mandated
m
req
quirements for evaluating the flam
mmability oof airplane cabin mateerials,
in
nitially only
y if smoking
g was allow
wed on the flight, thenn eventuallyy irrespectivve of
sm
moking [1]. The flamm
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b) The wall and ceiling linings, and the covering of upholstery, floors, and
furnishings must be at least flame resistant
Flash resistant was defined as not susceptible to burning violently when ignited, and
Flame resistant defined as not susceptible to combustion to the point of propagating a
flame, beyond safe limits, after the ignition source is removed [2]. A simple Bunsen
burner apparatus, displayed in Figure 1.1 and adopted from Federal Specification CCCT-191b method 5902, was recommended to show compliance with the regulations at the
time [3]. The advent of the jumbo jet in the early 1970’s resulted in a more stringent 60
second vertical Bunsen burner test as opposed to the standard 12 second with wider
application throughout the cabin.

Despite the new flammability requirement, the next few decades saw several accidents
that were considered survivable but had high fatality rates due to the ensuing post-crash
fire and its effects on the cabin environment. Examples of post-crash fire accidents are
displayed in Figure 1.2. FAA research was conducted to study these effects in a fullscale configuration of a wide-body fuselage adjacent to a large external jet fuel pan fire,
simulating a survivable accident, as displayed in Figure 1.3 [4]. It was determined that
though the effects of the fire itself were significant, the combustion of the cabin interior
materials could potentially have the greatest impact on passenger survivability. It was
found that intense flame radiation ignited the interior polymeric materials resulting in
elevated cabin temperature, toxic combustion byproducts, and thick black smoke, which
combined to significantly decrease the ability of passengers to escape the fuselage.
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Moreover, as cabin materials were heated by flame radiation they underwent thermal
decomposition, releasing flammable gases that collected in the upper portion of the
fuselage and ignited in a flashover – the rapid combustion of the gases and consumption
of cabin oxygen. The research indicated that the threat upon which the flammability
requirements were based was grossly underestimated, and that the small-scale test
method was not adequate in reflecting a material’s full hazard potential that could occur
when exposed to intense thermal radiation from an external fuel fire. New test methods
and material flammability standards would be required to ensure that the cabin materials
would no longer be the primary detriment to post-crash survivability.

Two FAA public hearings in the late 1970’s on fire and explosion reduction and fire
worthiness of compartment interior materials resulted in the formation of a Special
Aviation Fire and Explosion Reduction (SAFER) advisory committee and a significant
increase in worldwide cabin fire safety research and international cooperation [5]. One
major recommendation of the committee was to increase the amount of full-scale fire
testing to determine the contribution of the current in-service cabin materials in a postcrash fire to cabin survivability. Following this, the full-scale test results should be
correlated down to realistic, fire threat-based, laboratory-scale test methods that are
capable of discriminating between the good- and poor-performing cabin materials under
similar conditions to the full scale fire test. The fire threats are divided into two main
areas, in-flight fires and post-crash fires, each with unique mitigation strategies but one
common goal – increase survivability.

The fire threats are described below, each
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exemplified by a significant aircraft accident resulting in loss of life and subsequent
regulatory action.

An in-flight fire can occur in an area of the aircraft cabin that is not readily accessible to
the crew or passengers, such as the below-floor cargo compartment, behind galleys or
cabin sidewalls, in or behind lavatories, or in the overhead area. A significant amount of
material is located in inaccessible areas, including ducts, insulation material, and
electrical wiring, as well as the contents of a cargo compartment. The most catastrophic
in-flight fire occurred in 1980 in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia aboard Saudi Arabian Airlines
Flight 163, a Lockheed L1011 wide body transport tri-jet airplane, pictured in Figure 1.4
[6]. Seven minutes after take-off from Riyadh an alarm indicated smoke in the aft cargo
compartment area. The flight engineer went back in to the cabin and confirmed smoke
and fire in the passenger compartment. A decision was made to return to Riyadh where
ground fire and rescue crews were notified. The aircraft was successfully landed, though
the pilot did not initiate an emergency exit. Ground rescue crews surrounded the aircraft
and watched helplessly as they observed flashover through the aircraft windows. The
entire cabin was engulfed in flames and all 301 people aboard perished. The accident
investigation was inconclusive in determining the exact source of the fire except that it
did originate in the cargo compartment. The compartment was certified as a Class D
cargo compartment, which is required to contain a fire by oxygen starvation due to low
leakage rates and relatively small volume. This method of fire containment relies on the
cargo lining materials to maintain integrity during a fire such that no oxygen can be
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drawn in, which will extinguish or at least suppress the fire by oxygen starvation. On the
L1011 the cargo liner material met the flammability requirements at the time, a 45-degree
Bunsen burner material burnthrough test, where burnthrough is defined here as the point
in time at which a flame penetrates a material. Subsequent full-scale tests simulating a
cargo compartment fire indicated that the same material would easily burn through;
allowing oxygen to enter and feed the fire while spreading flames outside the cargo
compartment. These findings spurred FAA research to develop a more realistic and
severe threat-based test utilizing a kerosene oil burner test apparatus to simulate a cargo
fire impinging upon cargo lining materials, and new regulations requiring that cargo liner
exhibit burn though resistance in the new test [7].

Post-crash fires result from unexpected failures on take-off or landing, including
uncontained engine failures, bird strikes, tire bursts, or a multitude of other events. The
fuselage remains largely intact, though a ruptured fuel tank or fuel line causes an external
fire to impinge on the fuselage skin, melting the aluminum within approximately 60
seconds or less, subjecting the cabin materials to flames and cabin occupants to smoke
and toxic gases. One of the earliest examples of a post-crash fire accident occurred in
1965 aboard United Airlines flight 227, a Boeing 727 narrow body tri-jet, at Salt Lake
City, Utah, pictured in Figure 1.5 [6]. An excessive sink rate on final approach resulted
in the aircraft touching down 335 short of the runway, shearing off the main landing gear
and rupturing fuel lines beneath the floor and generator power leads, causing a fire that
entered the cabin through the air return grills during the crash deceleration, quickly
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igniting cabin materials causing extreme temperatures, thick black smoke, and toxic
gases to fill the cabin. Of the 85 passengers aboard there were 43 fatalities. The accident
investigation concluded that the accident was entirely survivable as no passengers died as
a result of impact injuries; all were smoke and fire related. Had the cabin materials been
more fire resistant, the fire would not have intensified as quickly as it did, allowing the
passengers additional time to escape before flashover occurred. This accident was one of
the earliest to highlight the critical role of burning cabin materials on post-crash fire
survivability.

Similar survivable accidents with loss of life attributable to burning

interior materials led to significant FAA full-scale fire testing to determine methods of
survivability enhancement during post-crash accidents. New certification requirements,
based on this research, resulted in the development of more stringent, threat based
requirements for cabin interior materials. Seat cushions, considered the largest fuel load
in the cabin, were typically constructed from polyurethane foam and wool dress covers.
The polyurethane foam is flammable, and ignites easily and spreads flames quickly.
FAA research led to the development of fire resistant blocking layers - lightweight
barriers that encapsulate the foam, protecting it from the fire. A threat-based test method
employing a kerosene oil burner was developed to ensure that the fire blocking layer
maintained integrity when exposed to a severe fire.

The new requirement for seat

cushions became effective in 1984, and mandated a fleet wide retrofit for all transport
category airplanes over a three year period [8].
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FAA research has led to significant, lifesaving flammability requirements for transport
airplanes. The test methods that were developed over the years, displayed in Figure 1.6,
have become more threat-based, replacing simple Bunsen burner tests with severe fires
representative of those that could occur or have occurred in real accidents. Transport
airplane and materials manufacturers have worked over the years to develop materials
and installations that comply with the regulations, requiring continuous fire testing during
development and certification. Worldwide, there are hundreds of facilities that perform
FAA fire tests, and the International Aircraft Materials Fire Test Working Group
(IAMFTWG) was formed in 1990 to bring together all those who must comply with the
FAA requirements and those who perform the fire tests to address issues with testing and
new test method development [9].

Through the working group, several worldwide

comparative test series have been conducted to evaluate the reproducibility of the FAA
fire test methods, where the FAA tests sample materials at its lab then sends out the same
materials to other labs to test. Significant scatter was found in lab to lab reproducibility,
indicating that although the materials were identical and all labs followed burner set up
and operation guidelines in the test method, the test apparatuses themselves were
providing different results. The kerosene oil burner, displayed in Figure 1.7, is the most
widely used test apparatus, and though significant work has been done to eliminate
variations in configuration and testing, reproducibility of the test method still needs
improvement.
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1.1.2

FAA Fire Test Oil Burner

The FAA adopted a modified household heating oil burner as a fire test apparatus
beginning in the 1960’s to simulate an aircraft jet engine fire to determine the fire
resistance of components to be used on and around the powerplant, including pumps,
firewalls, and liquid reservoirs, among others [10]. The characteristics of the kerosene
flame were considered representative of an engine failure in which jet fuel flames may
escape the engine case and impinge upon external components. The original burner was
a Lennox 0B-32 residential oil burner, but equivalent burners could be used as long as the
fuel flow rate, measured flame temperature and heat flux were matched. Since the FAA
sought fire test equipment that more closely simulated the intensity of a real fire for
certification of interior materials, the oil burner was chosen as the apparatus for fire
testing of cargo compartment liners, seat cushions, and thermal/acoustic insulation.

The oil burner, pictured in Figure 1.8, consists of an electric motor that is connected by a
shaft to a blower wheel and an oil pump. The blower wheel draws air from the room and
directs it down the draft tube, a 101.6 mm inner diameter, 381 mm long tube. Inside the
draft tube is a stator, or internal stationary air swirling device, that also holds two
electrodes for ignition. The stator has 4 angled vanes that impart a swirling motion to the
incoming air. A fuel pipe, aligned coaxially to the draft tube and 10.16 mm outer
diameter, passes through the center hole of the stator and terminates at a fuel nozzle. The
nozzle is a commercial off the shelf pressure-swirl atomizer that delivers fuel in a conical
spray pattern out the end of the draft tube. The fuel is pressurized by a shaft-driven
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mechanical oil pump powered by the electric motor. Located at the end of the draft tube
is an area-reducing component called the turbulator which reduces the exit area by 68%.
The turbulator has vanes on its inner surface angled in the opposite direction to those on
the stator, intended to create high shear on the periphery of the swirling flow exiting the
draft tube, thus mixing the atomized fuel droplets and the burner air for better
combustion. An extension cone, 304.8 mm long with an initial circular cross-sectional
area of 91 cm2 blending to an elliptical cross-sectional area at the end 294.4 mm wide by
152.4 mm high with an exit plane area of 190 cm2, is fastened to the end of the draft tube.
It is constructed from 1.27 millimeter thick type 310 stainless steel, and is intended to
direct the flame towards the test sample as well as re-shape the flame to the rough
dimensions of the sample.

The exact configuration of the oil burner depends on the test being performed, as each
test method was developed by considering the fire threat and the position of the
component relative to the fire, as pictured in Figure 1.7. The cargo compartment liner
test uses the oil burner to simulate a cargo fire, which would impinge directly on the
ceiling of the cargo compartment and indirectly on the cargo compartment sidewalls.
Therefore, the burner is oriented so that the draft tube and extension cone are vertical,
impinging upon a cargo liner material 20.32 centimeters above and perpendicular to the
direction of the flame. The seat cushion test uses the burner to simulate a post-crash fire
entering the cabin through an opening in the fuselage, either an open door or a rupture.
The burner is mounted horizontally, directing the flame toward a representative seat
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cushion from the side, as would occur in the actual fire. The thermal/acoustic insulation
test uses the burner to simulate the impingement of the post-crash fire on the exterior of
the fuselage. Considering the curvature of the lower half of the fuselage and the angle of
incidence of the fire on the fuselage, the burner is mounted 30° from the horizontal while
the test sample frame is mounted 30° from the vertical, simulating the impingement that a
post-crash fire would have on the lower fuselage.

Oil burner test procedures require measurement of the flame temperature and flame heat
flux. The temperature is measured with a thermocouple “rake”, consisting of seven,
3.175 or 1.5875 millimeter diameter K-type stainless steel sheathed grounded junction
thermocouples, arranged in a row spaced linearly at 25.4 millimeters apart.

The

temperature is acquired by immersing the thermocouple rake in the flame for one minute,
and then recording the average temperature of each thermocouple over thirty seconds.
Flame heat flux was initially measured with a heat transfer device consisting of a copper
tube immersed in the flame with water of a specified flow rate flowing through the tube.
The temperature rise was measured by thermocouples upstream and downstream from the
flame. The heat flux, in BTU/hr, was calculated from the temperature rise of the water
through the tube. Later, Gardon style heat flux gauges were used to measure heat flux
density, as the measurement procedure was greatly simplified. The Gardon gauge is
constructed from a thin circular Constantan foil bonded to a water-cooled copper slug
[11]. A copper wire is attached to the center of the back side of the foil, while a second
copper wire is connected to the perimeter of the circular foil. Since the gauge is water
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cooled, the edge of the foil is at or near the cooling water temperature, while the center of
the foil is at an elevated temperature. The foil becomes a thermopile, with two junctions
measuring dissimilar temperatures.

The temperature differential measured with a

voltmeter and the radius of the foil are used to calculate the heat flux density in BTU/ft2s,
which is calibrated against a NIST-traceable standard Gardon gauge [12].

Each test method specifies acceptable ranges for the measured flame temperature and
heat flux.

The initial test descriptions only required that the burner achieve the

temperature and heat flux, regardless of other burner configurations. It was found that
some laboratories would meet the temperature and heat flux requirements by drastically
increasing burner air velocity; other labs might use flow deflecting “tabs” mounted on the
turbulator to move the flame to the measurement location. Despite all labs having
burners with similar measured temperature and heat flux, test results still showed wide
variations in lab to lab reproducibility [13]. Other factors were determined to have more
of an effect on burner performance besides flame temperature and heat flux.

The

development of the thermal acoustic insulation burnthrough test method in the early
2000’s revealed many of the inconsistencies of the test apparatuses worldwide. It was
decided to mandate strict burner configuration requirements, including the exact make
and model of the oil burner, the Park DPL 3400, and the location and orientation of the
internal components and the air and fuel flow rates. Even still, when performing lab to
lab comparative tests for insulation burnthrough, results still did not match adequately, as
displayed in Figure 1.10 [14]. Only after comparing identically-branded oil burners from
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two different labs was it realized that some burners were made of different components,
despite having the same make and model number, as shown in Figure 1.9. Moreover, as
the implementation of the final rule neared, the major airframe manufacturers contested
the rule due to the lack of availability of the Park DPL 3400, as it was out of production
and hard to locate. The FAA responded by delaying the rule implementation for two
years while searching for an alternative burner apparatus [15].

1.1.3

Development of the Next Generation Fire Test Burner

The FAA sought a burner that could produce a flame similar to the Park oil burner, but
would be more repeatable and reproducible, and more simple to set up and operate. The
burner should also have tighter control of the burner inlet conditions, greatly reducing the
reliance on flame temperature and heat flux measurements that do not necessarily
indicate burner performance. Rather than choose another commercially produced home
heating oil burner, a burner would be constructed from basic components that could be
obtained anywhere in the world. In order to meet the timeline of the rule implementation,
the burner was designed to utilize many of the same components of the Park oil burner,
greatly reducing development time.

The burner was called the Next Generation

(NexGen) fire test burner, or the Sonic Burner, due to the use of a sonic nozzle as the air
flow metering device. An exploded view of a 3D model of the NexGen burner is
displayed in Figure 1.11 with all components labeled. A complete description of the
NexGen burner, along with detailed drawings and comparative testing results, is available
in [16] and will be summarized in this section.
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The basic concept for the NexGen burner is to replace the electric motor and burner
housing of the Park DPL3400, as worldwide electric supply differences result in varying
fan speeds at different labs, and supply fluctuations have been found to create variability
in burner performance. The air flow is supplied by compressed air regulated by an air
pressure regulator and metered with a sonic nozzle.
application of converging-diverging nozzle theory.

Sonic nozzles are a practical
They are used in industry and

laboratories to accurately maintain stable gas flow rates in systems where precision is
necessary. Air enters the diverging section of the nozzle, where it is accelerated due to
the reduction in cross sectional area. At the throat, or the point of minimum cross
sectional area, the flow reaches Mach 1 and a shock is established. Once this happens,
the mass flow rate of air through the nozzle is fixed for a given inlet air pressure, and the
mass flow rate is directly proportional to the inlet air pressure as long as the downstream
pressure is less than 88% of the inlet pressure. The calibration chart for the nozzle used
for the NexGen burner is displayed in Figure 1.12. A flow design point of 80 SCFM
(0.04535 kg/s) was initially requested due to the measured inlet flow rate of the Park
burner, however subsequent testing indicated that to achieve an equivalent draft tube exit
flow rate, as measured by a vane anemometer, a lower flow rate around 66 SCFM
(0.0384 kg/s) was required for the NexGen burner. The expansion of the air creates
significant noise; therefore a muffler was added to the burner immediately downstream of
the choke. The burner itself is constructed from mild seam steel tubing and is composed
of three sections. The draft tube is 101.6 millimeters inside diameter, 107.95 millimeters
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outside diameter and 381 millimeters in length. The back section is constructed from the
same steel tubing, but is 152.4 millimeters in length.

A coupling section, 107.95

millimeters inside diameter, 114.3 millimeters outside diameter, 101.6 millimeters in
length, joins the back section and draft tube together. The back section is inserted into
the coupling 25.4 millimeters, and the two are welded together. The draft tube is inserted
76.2 millimeters into the other end of the coupling, and set screws are used to hold it in
place. This forms a single inside flow section of 101.6 millimeters in diameter by 533.4
millimeters in length. A back plate is welded to the back section, with a pipe nipple
welded to the center for burner the airflow inlet and a hole 38.1 millimeters below the
pipe nipple for the fuel inlet. The fuel is provided by a pressurized fuel tank filled with
JP8 jet fuel or equivalent kerosene fuel. The tank is partially filled with fuel and a head
pressure is applied with nitrogen gas. The tank is plumbed to the back of the burner
where it connects to the burner fuel pipe, which is a 10.2 millimeter outside diameter,
5.461 millimeter inside diameter steel tube bent into a dogleg shape in order to allow the
fuel inlet to be below the air inlet at the back of the burner but align both the fuel and air
on the burner axis just downstream. A fuel nozzle and adapter are threaded on to the end
of the fuel pipe, similar to the nozzles specified for the Park DPL3400.

The NexGen burner utilizes a similar but updated stator and turbulator as the Park oil
burner.

Manufacturing defects and asymmetry resulting from production of the

components led to a variety of different shaped stators and turbulators, despite having the
same model number. 3D models of the stator and turbulator were created using CAD
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software, and the component irregularities were corrected. The models were sent to
machine shops with CNC machining capabilities, and exact replicas of the 3D models
were manufactured. The original and re-engineered components are displayed in Figure
1.13, while the flaws in the original parts are displayed in Figure 1.14 and the corrections
in Figure 1.15. These CNC machined components are now preferred over the original
cast stators and turbulators.

The burner inlet air and fuel temperatures are monitored at the burner inlet and are
required to stay within a specified range to eliminate fluctuations in flow rates at various
labs due to temperature effects. The simplest method to maintain constant temperatures
is to use an ice bath or freezer as a heat exchanger for the air and fuel before entering the
burner [17]. The air temperature is required to be within 4.4-15.5 °C and fuel within 011.1 °C for the duration of testing [18].

With more precise control over the NexGen burner inlet parameters and internal
configuration, measurement of the flame temperature and heat flux is not as crucial; if the
required temperature or heat flux cannot be achieved there are no changes that can be
made to obtain the desired value that would not adversely affect test results. The likely
source of inconsistency is the measurement device or method, not the burner flame.
Flame temperature measurement with thermocouples, discussed in Section 2.4, has error
due to the thermocouple junction not achieving the true flame temperature due to
significant radiative losses.

Errors arise in heat flux measurement with Gardon or
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Schmidt-Boelter gauges in mixed-mode convective and radiative environments due to the
purely radiative calibration method, and correction factors can be applied based on the
heat transfer coefficient and the gauge body temperature relative to the surrounding wall
[19]. An uncertainty analysis of heat flux measurements with Schmidt-Boelter heat flux
gauges in JP-8 fuel pool fires determined a range of typical uncertainties from ±23% to
±39% arising from large convective contributions to the incident heat flux and the gauge
sensitivity to radiation and convection is not equal [20]. Also, maintaining a calibrated
gauge is difficult when using in a harsh environment as calibration is entirely dependent
on the gauge surface emissivity and repainting and recalibration of gauges is costly and
time consuming. It is for these reasons that the heat flux requirement was abandoned
when using a NexGen burner. Flame temperature measurement is still required, but a
broad range of ±37.7°C allows room for the uncertainty of the thermocouple
measurement.

Before the NexGen burner design could be mandated for certification of thermal acoustic
insulation, the design required validation testing before it could be considered equivalent
to Park DPL3400 burners. Several NexGen burners were constructed and tested at the
FAA Technical Center, and some were shipped to IAMFTWG members around the
world to confirm that the burners provided similar results regardless of the location of the
laboratory.

A material sample holder called the picture frame sample holder was

developed to simplify the test procedure for performing comparative burnthrough tests,
and a specially manufactured material proven to provide consistent burnthrough results
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was used for testing [16]. The worldwide comparative testing results, displayed in Figure
1.16, show that overall the NexGen burners performed similarly regardless of location.
The relative standard deviation, or the sample set standard deviation normalized by the
sample set average, is used to show repeatability for a test series. Good repeatability was
also found at the various labs, displayed in Figure 1.17, with a maximum relative
standard deviation of 5.25% across all lab-burner combinations tested.

Though it was proven that the NexGen burner could be considered equivalent to the Park
burner for thermal acoustic insulation burnthrough testing, the development of the
NexGen burner is not yet complete. Other test methods that rely on Park oil burners
would benefit from the use of the NexGen burner as well, however the same burner
settings for insulation burnthrough may not be appropriate for a seat cushion or cargo
liner NexGen burner. Also, the measurement of the burner flame output has been found
to not necessarily characterize the burner performance adequately.

Other unknown

parameters that better correlate to burner performance should be identified and regulated.
Lastly, the NexGen design still relies on components from the Park burner, and further
improvement can be made to update the NexGen design and to simplify the specification
for set up and operation.
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1.2

Meassurement Techniqu
ues for NexxGen Burn
ner Analyysis

The
T present investigation is focuseed on identiifying burneer parameterrs that influuence
bu
urner perforrmance. Sin
nce the burneer flame is ccontrolled byy the burnerr airflow andd fuel
sp
pray, fluid flow measu
urement tecchniques weere considerred the moost advantaggeous
method
m
of acquiring dataa to identify flow patternns created byy the burner componentss. Of
th
he availablee methods for
f flow meeasurement, particle im
mage velocim
metry (PIV)) was
ch
hosen for itss whole field
d, non-intrussive velocityy measurement capabilitty, wide rannge of
measurement
m
t resolution from zero to supersonnic, and larrge data set acquisitionn for
sttatistical anaalysis of flow
w propertiess. PIV reliess on the illum
mination off a single plaane in
th
he cross secttion of a parrticle-seeded
d flow field by a high ppower, pulseed Nd:YAG laser
th
hrough a series of lensess creating an
n instantaneoous sheet of light, essenttially freezinng the
motion
m
of thee particles ass viewed by
y a triggered CCD camerra. An imagge pair is crreated
by
y capturing two imagees separated by a speciified time innterval, Δt. Each imaage is
divided into small subsections called
d interrogatiion areas (IA
A). Each innterrogationn area
ontains partiicles that aree assumed to
o shift with the flow froom image 1 to image 2. The
co
in
nterrogation areas from image 1 and
d 2 are crosss-correlated, producing a signal peakk that
id
dentifies the common paarticle displaacement in ppixels. The local displaacement vecctor is
caalculated by
y dividing th
he displacem
ment of the particles inn pixels by the time intterval
between imag
ges Δt. Thee magnificattion factor oof the imagee, in pixels pper millimetter, is
used to obtaiin the local velocity vecctor in standdard velocityy units of m
meters per seecond
[2
21].
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PIV can also be used to resolve the out of planee velocity coomponent w
with the use of an
ad
dditional cam
mera and prroper alignm
ment and caliibration. Thhe cameras aare configurred so
th
hey observee the light sheet planee from two different aangles, resuulting in sliightly
dissimilar two
o-componen
nt velocity vector fields from the sam
me measureement plane. The
difference beetween the tw
wo vector fiields arises from the thiird, out of pplane compoonent.
Proper camerra mounts, called Scheim
mpflug mounnts, are requuired to allow
w the whole light
sh
heet plane to
o be clearly focused
f
on the
t CCD by slightly missaligning thee CCD sensoor and
th
he camera leens. A stand
dard target is used to caliibrate the cam
meras in thee light sheet pplane
ass well as ju
ust outside of
o the light sheet
s
plane, giving the ability to reesolve the oout of
plane compon
nent properly. Not only
y does PIV hhave the abillity to resolvve an entire three
co
omponent veelocity field
d, but due to its non-intruusive measuurement techhnique it cann also
be used in harsh
h
enviro
onments, inccluding flam
mes.

Measurements onn reacting fflows

reequire that the
t seed parrticles withsttand the higgh flame tem
mperatures. Also, for hhighly
lu
uminous flam
mes, narrow--band camerra lens filterss are requireed to block aall light exceppt for
th
hat reflected
d off the paarticles from
m the 532 nnanometer w
wavelength llaser sheet. The
versatility off PIV makes it extrem
mely usefull for measuuring NexG
Gen burner flow
prroperties, both non-reaacting and reacting,
r
annd can be uused for othher researchh and
development applicationss by FAA Firre Safety.

1.3

Review of Liteerature

PIV is a verrsatile meassurement tecchnique thatt has been used for a wide varieety of
measurement
m
ts from micro
o scale flow
ws on blood fflow in microo channels tto full scale fflows
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around ships and airplanes. Analysis of the NexGen burner begins with developing
comparisons between the flow conditions of the burner with those from previous
experimental investigations with PIV of similar flows.

The Turbulent Jet. The flows created by the NexGen burner can be viewed as a
turbulent jet – one of the most studied flows in fluid dynamics due to the simplified
theoretical analysis and experimental measurement. Fluid emerging from a round nozzle
into a quiescent medium interacts with fluid from the surroundings and forms a jet. A jet
is considered free when not influenced by walls or boundaries. After separation from the
solid surfaces of the interior jet nozzle the surfaces no longer influence the development
of the jet. Free jets have different regions with unique characteristics and relations. The
potential core is the region immediately downstream of the nozzle exit. The velocity and
concentration within this region remains unchanged from when the flow was inside the
pipe.

The potential core typically extends for the first five to ten pipe diameters

downstream of the jet exit. Outside the boundaries of the potential core lies the mixing
region in which a free boundary layer develops and mass and momentum are transferred
perpendicular to the direction of the flow. A transition region lies between the potential
core and the fully developed flow region, typically ten diameters long.

The fully

developed region is self-similar, and general relationships can be used to describe the
axial and radial velocity distributions as a function of the axial distance and radial
position.
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The axial velocity at any point on the jet axis downstream of the potential core is
independent of the nozzle diameter if the distance is measured in terms of the nozzle
diameter, x/d. The initial jet exit velocity u0, normalized by the centerline axial velocity,
uc, is proportional to the axial distance, x, normalized by the nozzle diameter d
∝

(1.1)

And the jet spreads linearly according to
∝

(1.2)

Where δ(x) is the full jet width defined as the width of the Gaussian velocity profile at the
point which the velocity has decreased to 5% of the centerline value. Self-similarity
dictates that all velocity profiles will collapse onto one similar curve. At any axial
distance x in the fully developed region the corresponding axial velocity u relative to the
centerline velocity uc at that axial distance is a function of the radial position r
normalized by the axial distance x
∝

(1.3)

For every axial position x, the velocity profiles u(x) all collapse on to a single profile.
The constant ku is found to have values between 82 and 92 for turbulent jets [22]. The
local Reynolds number in an axisymmetric jet will remain constant at all downstream
axial distances x since the centerline velocity and jet width scale inversely and directly
proportionally, respectively, with axial distance x [23]
(1.4)
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Fluid from the surroundings becomes entrained across the jet boundaries resulting from
momentum exchange between the jet and the surrounding fluid. The friction between the
jet and the surrounding fluid creates a shear layer where the velocity gradients are normal
to the velocity direction. Fluid is entrained, but if no external forces are acting on the jet
and there are no pressure gradients, the momentum flux is conserved. The momentum
crossing a plane perpendicular to the jet axis remains constant downstream of the jet exit
and equal to the jet exit momentum flux. As the jet entrains ambient fluid, the mass flux
of the jet increases, the jet spreads radially, and the velocity must decrease in order for
the momentum to be conserved. The total momentum flow per unit time in the axial
direction is

4

(1.5)

Since no external forces act on the jet the momentum flux J(x) at any axial location must
remain constant and equal to the source momentum flux J0. In the self-similar portion of
the flow the source momentum flux is the only integral invariant of the flow, so the jet
width δ(x) and the local centerline velocity uc can only depend on J0, x, and ambient fluid
density ρ∞ [24].

Measurements in jets with laser-doppler anemometry (LDA) [25]

determined the relations to be
7.2

/
0.36

/

(1.6)
(1.7)

Jets in coflowing parallel streams will have different velocity gradients normal to the
flowing direction compared with jets issuing into a quiescent environment. The turbulent
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mixing is dependent on the velocity gradients; therefore the amount of mixing will
change depending on the relative velocities of the jet and the coflow. As the coflow
velocity is increased to match the jet velocity, the velocity gradients will decrease to a
point of minimum mixing, and reducing the rate of jet spread and velocity decay. The
potential core region will also extend throughout the flow field when the jet and coflow
velocities are equal. When the velocity of the coflow is increased well beyond that of the
jet, velocity gradients increase, resulting in increased mixing. Jets in coflows will have
mean velocity values composed of the coflow velocity, U∞, and the excess velocity, U0.
The excess mean velocity is found by subtracting the total measured velocity by the
coflow velocity for better comparison with free axisymmetric jets.

Early experimental investigations in [26], [27], [28] failed to obtain self-preservation of
the turbulence intensities. Linearized constant temperature hot-wires were used in [29] to
make accurate measurements in the self-preserving jet by integrating over long time
periods to obtain good statistical averages. These results have become the standard
reference for the quantification of jet velocity and turbulence, and for validation of
numerical simulations. Variations in the experimental configuration of the jet enclosure
and measurement techniques have been found to influence data, as demonstrated in [30],
recommending that the historical experimental data may not necessarily be trusted for
validation of experimental results or numerical models.
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The validation of the current PIV measurements required comparison of velocity
measurements to published data. The round turbulent jet has been widely studied in
experimental fluids with pitot tubes, hot wire anemometry, and laser diagnostics.
Papanicolaou and List 1987 investigated round vertical turbulent buoyant jets with laser
Doppler velocimetry (LDV), though they presented measurements from fully developed
self-similar turbulent jets at around Reynolds number 11

10 for validation [25].

Fukushima et al. 2000 investigated the mixing process in an axisymmetric turbulent jet
using PIV and PLIF, also providing data of the turbulent jet at Reynolds number 2
[31].

10

Boersma et al. performed direct numerical simulation (DNS) of spatially

developing free round jets at Reynolds number 2.4

10 , which will be useful for

comparison of measured velocity values with theoretically-derived DNS calculations
[32]. Borean et al. studied the effect of a coflowing stream on the structure of an
axisymmetric jet, and found that the streamwise variation of the excess mean velocity, jet
expansion, and spanwise distribution of the longitudinal normal Reynolds stress are close
to that observed on free jets [33]

PIV on Reacting Flows and Sprays. Though the non-reacting flow of the NexGen
burner will be analyzed, insight can be gained from previous work on measurements of
reacting flows with PIV.

Fundamental aspects of PIV must be considered when

attempting to measure a reacting flow, including high temperature seed material, flame
luminosity, and optical access [21]. Metal oxide particles such as alumina or silica have
been proven to be suitable flame seeding materials and are widely available. Flame
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luminosity caused by broadband emission of strongly radiating soot particles will saturate
the typically long-exposed second PIV frame, making peak detection difficult. Narrowband lens filters can be used to eliminate all but the laser wavelength light, 532 nm for
Nd:YAG lasers. Electromechanical or electro-optical external camera shutters can also
be used if the filters are not adequate. Optical access for the light sheet and cameras to
reacting flows can be limited due to measurements in high pressure combustion chambers
or extreme temperatures near the region of interest [34]. Limited viewing angles can also
limit the use of stereoscopic PIV for obtaining the out of plane component, requiring
alternative methods such as combined PIV and Doppler global velocimetry (DGV) [35].

Analysis of a gun-type oil burner was conducted in [36] with stereoscopic PIV
measurements on the reacting flow exiting the oil burner, focusing on the evaporation of
the fuel spray droplets and the determination of droplet movement at the burner exit [36].
Sprays from a gun-type burner were analyzed in [37], developing a multi-intensity-layer
PIV technique to detect velocity and droplet size simultaneously [37]. A comprehensive
review of swirl flows in combustion was presented in [38] describing swirling flow
characteristics for industrial burners. An experiment was designed to use PIV to analyze
liquid fuel injectors for gas turbine burners by simulating high pressure combustor
conditions with a high density fluid [39]. The authors describe the use of a standard PIV
system to analyze the fuel spray in a simulated combustion chamber.
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Simultaneous planar-laser induced fluorescence (PLIF) and PIV were used in [40] to
investigate the stabilization region of turbulent lifted jet diffusion flames. The PLIF
measurements acquire the scalar concentration fields while the PIV measurements
acquire the velocity fields. Glycerol-water fog droplets are used to seed the flow field.
Since the fog evaporates at 100°C the interface between high and low seed density on the
acquired images indicates the flame front. In this case it was advantageous to use seed
material that does not survive the high temperature flame to identify the location of the
flame front and study the stabilization mechanisms of the turbulent lifted jet. Stereo PIV
(SPIV) was used in [41] to study the non-reacting and reacting flow field created by a
low swirl lean premixed prevaporized burner concept. Propylene glycol droplets were
used to seed the non-reacting configuration while titanium dioxide particles were used to
seed the reacting flow. The burner provided a lifted flame that allowed good optical
access to the whole recirculation zone for both hot and cold flow.

Combined stereo SPIV-planar laser Rayleigh scattering (PLRS) was used in [42] to study
the turbulence and temperature fields of turbulent lean methane/air flames from a Bunsen
burner. The flame-generated turbulence was investigated by independently measuring
the turbulence parameters of the burnt and unburnt gases. A threshold setting procedure
was developed to separate the burnt and unburnt gases in the raw PIV images. The
expansion of the reacting gases leads to a sharp density gradient between the burnt and
unburnt regions. An image processing procedure is used to separate the burnt and
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unburnt gases in the raw PIV images for independent analysis of the turbulence
properties.

A droplet size classification technique was used to resolve the three-dimensional velocity
field of the non-reacting spray flow emerging from a gun type burner in [43]. The size of
the droplets was used to separate the raw PIV images into different layers by defining a
scattered light distribution depending on the intensity of the particle images. For particles
that are large relative to the wavelength of the reflected light, the intensity of the scattered
light is proportional to the droplet square diameter [44]. The raw SPIV images were
filtered into layers depending on the pixel intensity and sets of three size classified
images were created for each image. The movement of the particles was then analyzed as
a function of droplet size. It was found that the larger droplets have stronger penetration
and do not follow the incoming airflow while small droplets follow the incoming airflow
and entrain the recirculation zones.

The current investigation utilizes aspects of previous research with PIV on burners,
sprays, and turbulent fluid flows to design an experiment capable of analyzing the
NexGen burner flow field with PIV and determine the effect of individual parameter on
the burner flow field, and to correlate these parameters with flame temperature
measurements and material burnthrough times.
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1.4

Disseertation Outline
O

This
T
current investigation
n focuses on
n the analyssis of the FA
AA NexGenn fire test bburner
with
w particle image veloccimetry. The intent is too correlate thhe measuredd flow fieldss with
th
he standard burner
b
perfo
ormance mettrics of flam
me temperatuure and burntthrough timee that
arre performeed when usiing the burn
ner for certiification of aircraft maaterials. A solid
un
nderstanding
g of the fundamentaal flow prroperties crreated by various bburner
co
onfiguration
ns is crucial to developin
ng an updateed standardiized burner configuratioon for
use around th
he world for aircraft materials
m
fire testing andd airplane ceertification. It is
desired that the burnerr be simplee to constrruct, calibraate, and usse; thereforee the
co
onfiguration
n of the burner componen
nts should b e simplifiedd as much as possible in order
to
o reduce erro
ors during co
onstruction and
a set up.

Chapter
C
2 describes
d
thee test apparratuses and proceduress used in tthis investiggation
in
ncluding thee PIV setup and NexGeen oil burneers. Chapterr 3 presentss results gathhered
frrom analysiss of the burn
ner componeents, isolatedd to determiine individuual and combbined
efffects on flo
ow fields. The non-reacting burneer exit flow
w fields are resolved foor the
fo
ollowing con
nfigurations::


Baseliine flow fielld – empty draft
d
tube



Insertion of fuel pipe
p



Statorr – effects off axial positio
on relative too draft tube exit



Turbu
ulator – effeccts of area reeduction andd turbulator vvanes



Fully configured NexGen
N
burrner exit airfl
flow at multiiple cross-strreamwise plaanes
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Fully configured NexGen burner – visualization of non-reacting unconfined
swirling jet flow with stereoscopic PIV



Spray nozzle spray pattern – effect of nozzle rotation on spray pattern symmetry



Burner cone exit flow field – measurement at multiple cross-streamwise planes
and stereoscopic PIV measurement at the exit plane, correlation of non-reacting
cone exit flow field with measured flame temperature profiles, comparison with
unconfined swirling flow field in same volume



External flow around burner cone – measurement of entrained ambient air into
non-reacting cone exit flow, vorticity of cone exit flow

Chapter 4 describes measurements made on potential design improvements based on the
results of Chapter 3. The draft tube exit velocity fields, flame temperatures, and material
burnthrough times were measured for each configuration and compared to the baseline
configuration. The design improvements include:


Redesigned stator with no igniter holes (symmetric stator)



Flame retention heads



Fuel spray nozzle from different manufacturer



Burner cone with reinforcement ring around exit plane

Chapter 5 summarizes the results obtained in this investigation and provides insight for
design changes of the NexGen burner as well as recommendations for further research on
the NexGen burner.
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Figure 1.1 Pho
otograph of the original FAA
A fire test metthods, the horrizontal Bunseen burner (left
ft) and
th
he vertical Bun
nsen burner (right).
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Figure
F
1.2. Ex
xamples of posst-crash fire accidents:
a
ON
NA Flight 032 at JFK airporrt, New York, 1975
(ttop) and Contiinental Flight 603 at LAX, Los
L Angeles, 11978. The acccidents are con
nsidered survvivable
in
i that the passsengers are fu
ully capable of
o exiting the aaircraft, thouggh the effects oof the externaal fire
on the ca
abin materialss significantly reduce survivvability time.
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Figure
F
1.3. Fu
ull scale post-ccrash fire test photographs.. Top: An extternal fire is p
positioned adjaacent
to
t a fuselage opening.
o
Bottom: Interior view. The cab
bin interior iss mocked up w
with aircraft-ggrade
furnishingss including sid
dewalls, stowbins, and seats.. The cabin iss instrumented
d with cameraas,
teemperature measurement,
m
and
a gas sampling. Test proogression at 600 seconds (a), 90 seconds (b
b), 100
secondss (c), and 105 sseconds (d).
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Figure
F
1.4. Po
ost-accident ph
hotograph of Saudi
S
Arabian
n Airlines Fligght 163 at Riyadh, Saudi Arrabia,
August 19, 1980. A fire originating
o
in a class D carggo compartmeent breached tthe cargo linin
ng
materials, alllowing oxygen
n to fuel the firre and flames to spread to tthe passenger cabin. The pllane
successfully
s
la
anded but flashover occurreed before evaccuation was in
nitiated. All 301 persons ab
board
perished..
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Figure 1.5. Post-accident photograph of United Airlines Flight 227 at Salt Lake City, Utah,
November 11, 1965. An excessive sink rate on approach to SLC led to touchdown 335 feet short of
the runway, shearing off the main landing gear, rupturing fuel lines and generator power cables,
causing a large external fuel fire. Cabin materials quickly caught fire, incapacitating 43 of the 85
passengers aboard. Subsequent analysis indicated that the accident was completely survivable, as all
victims perished not from impact forces but from the effects of fire.
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Figure 1.6.. Improved Laboratory
L
Sccale Test Meth
hods: rate of h
heat release off cabin interioor
materials (a
a), smoke denssity of cabin in
nterior materiials (b), seat cu
ushion flammability (c), flame
prropagation for thermal acooustic insulatioon (d).
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Figure
F
1.7. FA
AA oil burner test methods:: powerplant components ((a), cargo linerr burnthrough
h (b),
seeat cushion fla
ammability (c)), thermal acooustic insulatioon burnthrouggh (d).
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Figure 1.8. Park DPL3400
0 oil burner (a
a) and internaal componentss stator (b), fu
uel nozzle (c), aand
turbulator ((d).
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Figure
F
1.9. Discrepancies amongst
a
Park DPL3400 burrners: draft ttube length (a)), different bu
urner
castings
c
have either
e
flanged (left) or sockeet (right) drafft tube connecctions (b), fuel spray nozzless with
nal componen
sa
ame flow ratin
ng and spray pattern
p
with d
different intern
nts (c).
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Figure 1.10. Results from
m a worldwide comparative ttest series of tthe Park DPL3400 for therm
mal
acoustic
a
insula
ation burnthro
ough testing in
n 2005. A maaterial fails thee test if burnth
hrough is obseerved
before
b
240 secconds. In this case, one lab would pass alll samples, onee lab would faail all samples,, and
two labss pass some an
nd fail some.
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Figure 1.11. Exploded view of a 3D model of the final design of the NexGen burner. This exploded
view shows the burner housing and internal components: stator, turbulator, fuel pipe, fuel nozzle,
and igniters and external components: air pressure regulator, sonic choke, muffler, and cone.
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Figure
F
1.12. Air
A mass flow rate,
r
in standa
ard cubic foott per minute, aas a function oof sonic nozzlee inlet
pressure forr the NexGen burner.
b
Comp
parison of theeoretical calibration with th
he mass flow rrate
measured with a vortex shedding type mass
m
flow meteer. Slight devviation at higher mass flow rrates
occurs due to the range lim
mitation of th e mass flow m
meter calibratiion.
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Figure 1.13. Comparison of
o original and
d re-engineereed stator and tturbulator. T
The original sttator
an
nd turbulatorr (a and c, resp
pectively) were cast from a mold, while th
he updated staator and turbu
ulator
(b and d, resp
pectively) were modeled in 3D
3 CAD softw
ware from thee original statoor, corrected tto be
symmettric, and CNC
C machined.
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Figure 1.14. Photographs of the original stator (a,b) aand turbulator (c-e). The sttator is nomin
nally
d
but some castingss are not to sp ecification (a)). The stator iis also asymmetric
101.6 mm in diameter,
about the cen
nter hole (a,b).. The turbulator opening sh
hould be centrrally located, b
but is cut off-aaxis,
resulting
r
in a skewed
s
exit pllane (c, d). Th
he turbulator profile view in
n (e) shows the off-axis direection
of the exit plaane.
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Figure
F
1.15. Photographs
P
of
o the updated
d stator (a,b) aand turbulatorr (c-e). The diiameter of thee new
sttator is closer to the nomina
al value of 101
1.6 mm (a) and
d is now symm
metric about tthe central holle axis
(a,
( b). The turbulator open
ning has been corrected to b
be centrally located (c, d) an
nd the exit plaane is
seen to be sttraight in the profile view ((e).
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Figure
F
1.16. Worldwide
W
NeexGen burner comparative test results. B
Burnthrough ttime in second
ds vs.
materiall type for each
h laboratory-b
burner combin
nation. The laabs were Fedeeral Aviation
Administratiion, Centre D’’Essais Aeron
nautique Touloouse, and Boeing.
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Figure 1.17. Worldwide NexGen
N
burner comparativee test series reepeatability. R
Relative stand
dard
deviation
d
vs. material
m
type for
fo each labora
atory-burner combination. The labs werre Federal Aviiation
Administratiion, Centre D’’Essais Aeron
nautique Touloouse, and Boeing.
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2

Experrimentaal Appaaratus

This
T
chapter describes th
he equipmen
nt used to annalyze the F
FAA next geeneration fire test
bu
urner. Therre were threee setups ussed: Particlle Image V
Velocimetry in the FAA
A Fire
Safety Flow Visualization Lab, flaame temperaature measuurements onn the FAA next
generation seeat cushion fire test burner,
b
and flame tem
mperature meeasurementss and
material
m
burn
nthrough tests on the FA
AA next genneration theermal acousttic insulationn fire
teest burner. Each
E
apparattus will be described in tthe followingg sections.

2.1

Flow
w Visualiza
ation Labo
oratory

Particle Imag
ge Velocimeetry (PIV) was
w chosen for this w
work due to its capabiliity to
an
nalyze a whole flow fielld non-intrussively in rappid successioon, allowingg for collectiion of
laarge amountts of data in relatively short
s
periodss of time. S
Since the Firre Safety Brranch
did not previo
ously have a PIV system
m or experiennce with PIV
V, a large porrtion of this work
was
w dedicated
d to specifyiing, purchasing, setting uup, and learn
rning PIV froom the basiccs. A
co
ommercial system
s
was desired, as all componnents wouldd be packagged together with
so
oftware for analysis, and
a
basic training wouuld be incluuded with thhe purchasee.

A
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commercial system was purchased from Dantec Dynamics, with capability for
stereoscopic PIV. The system included a pulsed 120 mJ 532 nm laser with maximum
pulse rate of 15 Hz. The light sheet optics were attached to an adapter that mounted
directly to the laser aperture. A 90° attachment was included to make the laser head
adaptable to various acquisition configurations. Two 1600 by 1200 pixel cameras were
included, along with several camera lenses with variable focal lengths up to 180
millimeters for a variety of measurement plane sizes.

A computer workstation with

quad-core processor and 4 GB RAM was included for acquisition and analysis, complete
with camera and synchronizer plug-in cards.

A complete acquisition and analysis

software package was pre-loaded on the PC.

The PIV system was set up in test cell #2 of the FAA Fire Safety Branch Aircraft
Components Fire Test Facility. The room is 1600 ft2 with 20 foot ceilings and a fulllength rollup door.

It is fully conditioned and maintains a year-round temperature

between 60 and 70°F with low to moderate humidity.

A PIV test chamber was

constructed and placed in the test cell to create an experimental enclosure free of room
drafts. The chamber, displayed in Figure 2.1, measures 1.2 meters wide by 1.2 meters
high by 2.4 meters long, resulting in a total volume of 2.45 cubic meters. The frame was
constructed from extruded aluminum T-slot framing with sheets of 6.35 millimeter thick
acrylic enclosing the chamber allowing for optical access from all angles. The laser head
was mounted to a custom-built traversing mechanism fixed above the top sheet of acrylic.
The traversing mechanism allowed for the light sheet to be precisely moved in the x-w
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plane relative to the standard coordinate axes.

An internal traversing mechanism

controlled from outside the chamber was constructed to allow for mounting of calibration
targets and alignment with the light sheet. Two exhaust louvers with variable flow gates
were mounted in the lower portion of the back acrylic panel to allow for exhausting of
particles after testing. A sawdust extractor with a 1.5 horsepower, 1,200 cubic foot per
minute motor and one micron filter was used to evacuate the chamber through two 10
centimeter diameter flexible hoses. A computer-controlled three-dimensional traversing
mechanism was used to mount the cameras external to the experimental chamber. Figure
2.2 displays a schematic of the single-camera 2D measurement setup (a) and the dualcamera stereoscopic 3D PIV measurement setup (b) used in the current investigation.

A solid particle powder seeding generator was used to introduce seed particles into the
airflow to be measured. The generator consisted of a pressure vessel with compressed air
inlet and powder outlet. The inlet air pressure was controlled by a pressure regulator
mounted upstream of the vessel.

Inside the pressure vessel is a removable drum

connected to a small DC motor controlled by a variable DC power supply. The drum
contains the seed powder and disperses it through a hole on one side as it rotates. The
powder that falls out of the drum is then mixed with the compressed inlet air and directed
to the vessel outlet, which is then plumbed to the apparatus. The rotation rate of the drum
is regulated by the DC voltage applied, and corresponds to the seeding rate of the system.
Aluminum oxide powder, Al2O3 at 99.5% purity and 15 µm in size, was chosen as the
seed particle. According to [45] the scattering of light by the particles is size-dependent.
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The scattering cross section Cs defined as the ratio of the total scattered power Ps to the
laser intensity I0 incident on the particle:
(3.1)
The light scattering cross section for a particle of diameter 1 µm is approximately 10-12
m2, whereas for a particle of diameter 10 µm is approximately 10-9 m2. The alumina
particles chosen for this work are found to scatter sufficient light for imaging and follow
the large structures in the flow field. Though the present work focuses on non-reacting
flows, a seed generator and particle type was chosen that was more universal in
applications to non-reacting and reacting flow studies in the future.

PIV Analysis Routine. The PIV images were analyzed in the commercial software
included with the system. An adaptive correlation technique, which is an iterative form
of cross correlation, was used to calculate the velocity vectors from the images. Cross
correlation compares pixel intensity from an interrogation area in image 1 to the pixel
intensity in the same interrogation area in image two, the images separated in time by Δt.
The information is transformed using Fast Fourier Transform and spatial crosscorrelation to estimate displacement functions and the highest peak in the correlation
plane, which corresponds to the average particle displacement in that interrogation area.
Bad correlations resulting in bad vectors can occur if particles leave or enter the
interrogation area. Adaptive correlation compensates for this by using multiple cross
correlations starting with an initial guess of the particle displacement that is used to
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estimate a shift in the second interrogation area. The interrogation areas get iteratively
smaller, allowing for more precision in subsequent steps, while reducing loss of pairs by
capturing particles that enter or leave the interrogation area. An adaptive correlation with
a 64 x 64 pixel interrogation area size was used with 50% IA overlap in the horizontal
and vertical directions. 3 adaptive refinement steps with 2 passes per step were used
along with a central difference IA offset. A criterion for minimum peak to peak height
relative to peak 2 was set at 1.2. Moving average validation was performed in a 3 by 3
neighborhood size with 0.1 acceptance factor and 3 iterations. The vector statistics were
computed from the array of vector maps generated, giving mean velocity, standard
deviation, variance, and correlation coefficient.

Data was exported from the PIV

software and post-processed and plotted in MATLAB.

Experimental Validation – The Turbulent Jet. In order to proceed with analysis of the
NexGen burner with PIV, it was first necessary to determine the measurement accuracy
of the PIV system’s velocity measurements. A turbulent jet was chosen for the validation
measurement as it has been the subject of numerous experimental fluid measurement
studies and a large amount of published data is available to compare the current
measurements to. The jet properties are displayed in Table 2.1. The NexGen burner fuel
pipe, with an inside diameter of 5.4 millimeters, was used as the jet nozzle, while the
flow exiting the draft tube was used as a coflow to seed the flow around the jet for better
measurement accuracy near the jet-ambient boundary. A schematic of the experimental
setup is displayed in Figure 2.4, showing the burner draft tube as the coflow, the fuel pipe
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as the turbulent jet, the laser head mounted above the enclosure aligned with the vertical
burner axis, and the measurement planes. The seeder was plumbed to both the jet tube
and the draft tube for uniform seeding of both flows. The camera was mounted on the
traverse in order to translate the measurement plane downstream to acquire a larger
portion of the jet flow field. Four different acquisitions were run to obtain four total
measurement planes with an overall measurement plane size of 50 diameters long by 14
diameters high centered on the jet axis, starting 19 diameters from the jet nozzle exit
ending at 70 diameters downstream.

The mean jet velocity field at each measurement plane was obtained from 500 image
pairs at a sample rate of 8 frames per second. Figure 2.5 displays the mean axial velocity
field from x/d=20-70 downstream of the jet exit plotted against the axial and radial
directions, both normalized by the nozzle inner diameter d. The axial velocity U is
normalized by the jet centerline velocity uc for comparison to results at different
Reynolds number. The jet is seen to be symmetric about the nozzle axis and expands in
the radial direction as it moves downstream. The measured axial velocity field agrees
well with previous experimental work [46]. The mean radial velocity field is displayed
on identical axes in Figure 2.6. The radial velocity is nearly symmetric about the nozzle
axis, though more positive radial velocity is found on the top portion of the jet. This is
due to a somewhat elevated temperature of the jet air compared to the coflow and
chamber air, causing the jet to be slightly buoyant.
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The axial and radial velocity fluctuations are displayed in Figure 2.7 and Figure 2.8,
respectively. The fluctuations are normalized by the jet centerline velocity, uc. Both sets
of data can be seen to be symmetric about the nozzle axis with values below 27% of the
centerline velocity and the axial fluctuations being greater in magnitude than the radial
fluctuations. The Reynolds stress ′ ′ is plotted in Figure 2.9 normalized by the square
of the jet centerline velocity. It can be seen to be antisymmetric about the nozzle axis,
agreeing well with previous experimental work [46] [47].

For further validation of the current experimental setup, the normalized profiles of
velocity, turbulence, and energy can be used to compare directly to previous experimental
data. Figure 2.10 displays the excess mean axial velocity, normalized by the local jet
centerline velocity uc(x), plotted against the normalized radial position r/x-x0.

Five

downstream locations, x/d=30, 40, 50, 60, and 70, are plotted against the local axial
position, r/(x-x0). The current results are compared to published data from previous
experimental works measuring axisymmetric free jets with laser-Doppler anemometry
and PIV [25] [31], coflowing axisymmetric jets with stationary hot wires [33], and DNS
calculations [32]. The axial velocity profiles for all downstream locations collapse to a
single profile due to normalization of the magnitude and position, and assume a Gaussian
type curve. The current results compare well with the published data from [33] with a
coflowing axisymmetric jet, and [31] [25] for free axisymmetric jets without coflow.
Figure 2.11 displays the variation of the initial jet velocity, U0, normalized by the local
excess centerline velocity uc(x) for the current measurement at x/d=40, 50, 60, 70. The
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longitudinal variation of the ratio of the exit velocity to the local centerline velocity is
seen to be linear, similar to the relations found in [33], [29], and [30].

The normalized mean radial velocity profiles are displayed in Figure 2.12 at five
downstream locations, x/d=30, 40, 50, 60, and 70, plotted against the local axial position,
r/(x-x0). The current measurements are compared with data extracted from [31] with
error bars indicating the scatter in values at each radial position. Both results show high
scatter due to the low absolute value of the radial velocity component and the PIV
resolution, though the overall profile shape agrees with previous data.

The normalized axial RMS velocity fluctuation profiles at the same downstream locations
are displayed in Figure 2.13. The current experimental results are again compared with
data extracted from [31] and DNS calculations from [32]. The current measurements are
found to be symmetric about the nozzle axis. The off-axis peaks of the axial velocity
fluctuations can be seen in the current data, indicative of the location of shear production
of kinematic energy typical of turbulent jets. The axial velocity fluctuation profile of the
current work is seen to be slightly narrower than the published data due to the effect of
the coflow limiting the radial growth rate of the jet. The results compare well, however,
for the purposes of the current investigation. The normalized Reynolds stress profile ′ ′
is plotted in Figure 2.14 and compared with data extracted from [31] and DNS
calculations from [32].

As was found earlier, the Reynolds stress is found to be

antisymmetric about the nozzle axis with a range of about ±0.02. The current PIV
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measurement
m
ts were foun
nd to agree with
w publishhed experim
mental data. These validdation
measurement
m
ts give confidence in thee PIV measuurements maade in the Fllow Visualizzation
Laboratory
L
fo
or the curren
nt investigation of the floow properties of the FAA
A next generration
fiire test burneer.

2.2

NexG
Gen Burneer – Seat Cushion
C
T
Test Apparratus and Procedures

A next generaation fire tesst burner con
nfigured for seat cushionn testing wass utilized to make
fllame temperrature measu
urements witth 126 mL/m
min fuel nozzzles that weere later analyzed
with
w PIV. The
T inlet mass flow ratee of air, reguulated by thhe sonic oriffice, is 49 SCFM
(0
0.028 kg/s). The burnerr is located under
u
a smokke hood in T
Test Cell #1 of the FAA
A Fire
Safety Brancch Aircraft Components
C
s Fire Test Facility. IIt is a horizzontally mouunted
bu
urner, as picctured in Fig
gure 2.15, and is set up too perform seeat cushion fflammabilityy tests
in
n a manner described in
n [48]. Tab
ble 2.2 displlays the genneral flow pproperties foor the
NexGen
N
burn
ners.

Measurement
M
t of the flam
me temperatu
ure was donee in the mannner outlinedd in Chapterr 7 of
th
he FAA Airrcraft Materrials Fire Teest Handboook [48]. S
Seven K-typpe, stainless steel
sh
heathed, ceraamic packed
d, grounded junction
j
theermocouples, 1.6 millimeeters in diam
meter,
arre used for the flame tem
mperature measurement.
m
. The therm
mocouples aree mounted inn to a
th
hermocouplee holder that aligns them
m in the samee plane, 25.44 millimeterss apart, form
ming a
th
hermocouplee rake. The rake is mou
unted on to a rolling carrt that can be pushed in front
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of the flame and
a aligned with
w the burrner cone exiit plane, 1011.6 millimeteers from the cone
ex
xit plane an
nd 25.4 milllimeters abo
ove the horiizontal conee centerline,, with the ccenter
th
hermocouplee aligned with
w
the veertical burnner cone axxis.

A scchematic off the

th
hermocouplee measuremeent location is displayedd in Figure 22.16. The thhermocouplees are
co
onnected to a data acquiisition board
d via K-type thermocoupple signal wiire. The boaard is
co
onnected to
o a PC run
nning custo
om data accquisition software thaat samples each
th
hermocouplee once per second.
teemperature measuremen
nts.

The
T
followinng procedur
ure is used to obtain fflame

The burner
b
is w
warmed up for two m
minutes withh the

th
hermocouplee rake off to the side durring warm-up
up. At two m
minutes the ccart is rolledd in to
th
he flame po
ositioning th
he thermocou
uple rake inn the properr alignment with the bburner
co
one. The th
hermocouples are heat so
oaked for onne minute, att which poinnt a thirty seecond
measurement
m
t is made. The
T final flam
me temperatu
ture values aare a thirty second averaage of
eaach thermoccouple chan
nnel. An overall flamee temperatuure average is calculateed by
av
veraging thee mean valuees from each
h of the sevenn thermocouuples.

2.3

NexG
Gen Burn
ner – In
nsulation Burnthrrough Ap
pparatus and

Procedures
P
s
A next generration fire test burner co
onfigured forr thermal accoustic insullation testingg was
uttilized to ob
btain flame teemperature and
a materiall burnthrouggh data for thhe various bburner
co
onfiguration
ns analyzed with
w PIV. The
T burner, ppictured in Figure 2.17, iis located unnder a
sm
moke hood in Test Celll #1 of the FAA Fire S
Safety Brancch Aircraft C
Componentss Fire
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Test Facility. It is a six gallon per hour (378 mL/min) burner with a higher inlet air flow
rate of 66 SCFM (0.0384 kg/s) compared to the seat cushion burner, though the overall
construction and components are identical. It is mounted on a stand that orients it 30°
from horizontal. Flame temperature measurements are made in an identical manner to
the seat cushion burner, as displayed in Figure 2.16, though the thermocouple rake is
mounted to a stand that orients it 30° from the vertical, making the thermocouples parallel
to the burner cone exit plane. The rake is aligned at the same relative location, 101.6
millimeters from the cone exit plane, 25.4 millimeters above the horizontal cone
centerline, and the center thermocouple is aligned with the vertical cone centerline.
Average flame temperature measurements were acquired in an identical manner to the
seat cushion measurements.

Material burnthrough data was obtained with this burner using a test frame and a specific
material designed for measuring burner performance. The test frame, called the picture
frame sample holder, is shown in Figure 2.18. It is constructed from 25.4 millimeter
angle steel, 3.2 millimeters in thickness, and holds a sample material 457.2 by 812.8
millimeters in size. An inner frame, slightly smaller than the outer frame, is used to hold
the material in the outer frame. Steel wires, 1 millimeter in diameter, are strung across
the front face of the outer frame and the back face of the inner frame to lightly restrain
the material during testing. The frame is mounted to a stand that orients the front face of
the frame 30° from the vertical, making the frame face parallel to the burner cone exit
plane. The test position of the frame aligns the horizontal and vertical centerlines of the
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frame with those of the cone exit plane, and the sample plane is parallel to and 101.6
millimeters from the cone exit plane. The sample holder is attached to a rolling cart to
enable translation of the sample from the warm up position to the test position in front of
the burner.

The material used to measure burner performance was developed during initial insulation
burnthrough test method development in the late 1990’s and early 2000’s. The FAA
worked with a materials manufacturer to produce a sample material that would be a
flexible material representative of actual aircraft insulation materials and exhibits
burnthrough times near the maximum allowable burnthrough time specified in FAR
25.856b, four minutes.

It was also desired that the material provide consistent

burnthrough times with low fluctuation in burnthrough time from test to test. The
manufacturing process was refined over several iterations in order to determine the
optimal method of production, and the resulting materials are used in the current study.
The test sample materials are composed of 100% oxidized polyacrylonitrile (PAN) fibers,
12.6 µm in diameter and 60 millimeter fiber cut length. Materials made from oxidized
PAN fibers have excellent thermal and fire resistant properties as a result of the high
temperature oxidation manufacturing process of the fibers.

The sample materials,

pictured in Figure 2.20, are woven from PAN fibers into a felt-like material that is
flexible and can resist burnthrough for 3-6 minutes depending on the material density.
Two different densities are typically tested in order to determine a range of burner
performance around the 4-5 minute burnthrough time; PAN-8579 is .33 kg/m2 areal
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weight while PAN-8611 is .56 kg/m2. The samples measure 812.8 millimeters wide by
457.2 millimeters high.

The following procedure is used to obtain material burnthrough data with the picture
frame sample holder. The burner is warmed up for two minutes while the sample holder
is in the standby position away from the flame. At two minutes, the sample is translated
in front of the flame to the test position, at which point the test begins. The sample is
observed from the back side, watching for flame penetration. A typical test progression
is displayed in Figure 2.19. The burnthrough time is defined as the point in time at which
the burner flame penetrates the back face of the material. The baseline burnthrough data
sets for the current investigation are displayed in Figure 2.21 (a) for PAN-8579 and (b)
for PAN-8611. The individual sample identification numbers are listed on the horizontal
axis with the overall average. The material burnthrough time, in seconds, is displayed on
the vertical axis. The average, standard deviation, and relative standard deviation (%) are
displayed on the plot. Both materials are seen to exhibit excellent test to test repeatability.
The relative standard deviation, or the standard deviation of the sample set divided by the
average of the sample set, is a good measure of the overall repeatability of the test series.
Both data sets have relative standard deviation of below 5%, indicating that both the
material and the burner exhibit excellent repeatability.
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2.4

Erro
or Associatted with Flame
F
Tem
mperature Measurem
ments

The
T use of th
hermocouples to measuree flame tempperature in th
the oil burneer flame is knnown
to
o yield a flam
me temperatture value siignificantly llower than tthe actual flaame temperaature.
The
T thermoccouple juncttion is form
med by the joining of two dissimiilar metal w
wires,
crreating a potential differrence betweeen the openn ends propoortional to thhe temperatuure of
th
he junction. A bare-beaad thermocou
uple is a sm
mall sphere ccreated by thhe junction oof the
tw
wo wires; a sheathed th
hermocouplee shrouds thhe junction iin a high tem
mperature m
metal,
ty
ypically paccked with ceramic
c
insulation.

T
The measureement of thhe thermocoouple

teemperature is
i determined
d with accurracy; the issuue is that thhe junction teemperature iis not
necessarily eq
qual to the teemperature of
o the gas it is measuringg [49], [50]. For steady-state
onditions, th
he temperatture differen
nce betweenn the gas aand the junnction arise from
co
raadiative heaating or coolling, heat co
onduction aalong the wiires, catalytiic heating oof the
ju
unction due to
t radical reccombination
n reactions att the surfacee, and aerodyynamic heatiing at
high velocitiees. Radiativ
ve effects aree the most ssignificant foor measuringg temperaturres in
uming a stead
dy-state con
ndition and oonly considerring convecttive and radiiative
fllames. Assu
prrocesses, thee difference between thee gas tempeerature (Tg) and the juncction temperrature
(T
Tj) can be ap
pproximated as:
(3..2)
where
w
hc is th
he convectiv
ve heat transsfer coefficieent, ε is the junction em
missivity, andd σ is
th
he Stefan-Bo
oltzmann co
onstant, and
d Ts is the temperaturee of the surrroundings. The
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convective heat transfer coefficient can be determined from correlations in terms of the
Nusselt number (Nu):
(3.3)
where d is the wire diameter and k is the gas conductivity. A common correlation for Nu
is found in [51]:
(3.4)

where Tm is the film temperature defined as the absolute value of 0.5(Tg-Tj), Re is the
Rynolds number as defined for the local gas flow velocity U and kinematic viscosity ν.
A, B, and n are constants having values -0.17, 0.24, 0.56, and 0.45, respectively.
Substituting equation (3.3) into (3.2) neglecting the small temperature dependence and
assuming that U is sufficiently large that A can be ignored yields:
.

~

.

(3.5)

Equation (3.5) shows that the difference in the thermocouple junction temperature from
the gas temperature is dependent upon the diameter of the thermocouple junction and the
gas flow velocity. As the diameter of the junction increases, the difference between the
gas and junction temperatures increases; as the gas velocity over the junction increases
the error is reduced. Equation (3.5) provides two methods to reduce the error; one by
using shielded, aspirated thermocouples to measure flame temperature, the other to
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record temperatures with several bare-bead thermocouples having different diameters and
extrapolate the results to zero diameter [52].

The measured value differs from the true gas value as a result of radiation heat transfer
exchanges between the thermocouple bead and the flame, soot, and the surrounding
environment [53]; the resulting measured value will be a net balance of heat input to the
thermocouple minus heat loss by radiative exchange to the surroundings. The size of the
thermocouple bead dictates the heat loss as well as radiation transfer is a function of
surface area. Corrections are difficult to make as the surrounding temperature is difficult
to assess, convection velocity and gas composition at the thermocouple is highly variable,
and soot can accumulate on the bead, entirely changing the heat transfer of the
thermocouple. According to a model developed in [53], a bare bead thermocouple with
diameter 1 millimeter, emissivity 0.8, flame velocity 0.5 meters per second, and
temperature of the surroundings at 300 Kelvin can have up to 20% temperature
measurement error when immersed in a flame of actual temperature 1400 Kelvin.
Stainless steel sheathed thermocouples can have even more error due to the larger surface
area of the heated probe resulting in increased heat loss by radiation to the surroundings.

The flame temperatures presented in this work are the measured flame temperatures, and
are known to be significantly less than the actual flame temperature. However, for a
relative measurement and for burner-to-burner comparisons the measured flame
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temperature values and profile shapes give insight to the effect of burner configurations
on burner performance.
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Figure 2.1. PIV test chamber in test cell
c 2 of Aircraaft Componen
nts Fire Test F
Facility showin
ng
location of the test
t chamber, laser, cameraa, traverse, burner, and seed
d inlet.
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Figure 2.2. Schematic of
o the single-ca
amera 2D PIV
V measuremen
nt setup (a) an
nd dual-camerra
stereoscopic 3D PIV measurement setup
p (b), showingg relative locattions of the en
nclosure, NexG
Gen
burn
ner, laser head
d, measuremen
nt plane, and cameras.
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Parameter

Symbol

Unit

Value

Temperature

T

°C

21

Kinematic Viscosity

ν

m /s

Density

ρ

kg/m

1.2006

Source Diameter

d

mm

5.4

Coflow Diameter

D

mm

101.6

Exit Velocity

U0

m/s

59.25

Source Reynolds Number

Red

--

21045

Center of Observation
Volume from Jet Exit

X

mm

241.2

Observation Volume
Location
Relative to Source Diamter

x/d

--

19

Local Jet Centerline Velocity

uc

m/s

11.4

Coflow Velocity

U∞

m/s

1.0

2

3

1.5203x10

-5

Table 2.1. Flow conditions for the turbulent jet validation measurements.
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Figure
F
2.3. Scchematic of th
he seed genera
ation system an
nd connection
n to the NexGeen burner shoowing
the seederr pressure vessel, pressure regulator,
r
DC voltage regullator, and burrner seed inlett.
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Figure
F
2.4. Scchematic of th
he coflowing tu
urbulent jet vaalidation meaasurement exp
perimental setu
up in
the PIV enclosure
e
show
wing the NexG
Gen burner an
nd fuel pipe ass the coflow and jet nozzle,
respectively
y. The four measurement
m
planes
p
and loccations are ind
dicated, as welll as the relativve
posiition of the lasser head.
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Figure 2.5. Contour plot of normalized mean axial velocity field at x/d=20-70 downstream of the jet
exit.
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Figure 2.6. Co
ontour plot of normalized mean
m
radial veelocity field at x/d=20-70 dow
wnstream of tthe jet
exit.
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Figure 2.7. Contour plot of normalized axial velocity fluctuations at x/d=20-70 downstream of the jet
exit.
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Figure 2.8. Contour plot of normalized radial velocity fluctuations at x/d=20-70 downstream of the
jet exit.
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Figure
F
2.9. Co
ontour plot of normalized Reynolds
R
stresss contour plott at x/d=20-70 downstream of the
jet exit.
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Figure 2.10. Normalized mean axial velocity profile at x/d=30-70 downstream of the jet exit. The
mean velocity profiles at various downstream locations converge to a single profile when normalized
by Uc and r/x. The present data agrees well with curve fits extracted from experimental data from
Fig. 4 of [31], Fig. 7 of [25],Fig. 3 of [33], and DNS calculations from Fig. 8 of [32].
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Figure 2.11. Streamwise variation of the initial jet velocity normalized by the local excess centerline
velocity for the current measurement at x/d=40, 50, 60, 70 and curve fit line. Comparison with the
coflowing jet results of Fig. 2 of [33], Fig. 3 of [29], and Figs. 6,7 of [30].
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Figure 2.12
2. Normalized
d mean radiall velocity profi
file at x/d=30-770 downstream
m of the jet exxit
compared witth experimental data extraccted from Fuk
kushima 2000 w
with approxim
mated data scaatter
fro
om Fig. 5 from
m [31].
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Figure 2.13. Normalized axiial velocity flu
uctuations at x/
x/d=30-70 dow
wnstream of th
he jet exit com
mpared
with
w experimeental data extrracted from Fu
ukushima 20000 with approxximated data scatter from F
Fig. 6
from [31] comparison with DNS
S calculations ffrom Boersmaa 1998 Fig. 9 ffrom [32].
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Figure 2.14. Normalized
N
Reynolds
R
stresss profile at x/dd=30-70 down
nstream of the jet exit compared
with
w experimeental data extrracted from Fu
ukushima 20000 with approxximated data scatter from F
Fig. 8
[31
1] and comparrison with DN
NS calculationss from Boersm
ma 1998 Fig. 113 [32].
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Insulation Burner

Seat Burner

Parameter

Symbol

Unit

Value

Value

Air Temperature

T

°C

10

10

Air Pressure

Pa

bar

5.15

3.77

kg/s

0.0384

0.0281

Air Mass Flow Rate

2

1.4207x10

-5

ν

m /s

Density

ρ

kg/m

1.2474

1.2474

Mean Exit Velocity

U0

m/s

8.24

6.26

Air Flow Reynolds Number

Rea

--

40309

30623

Draft Tube Diameter

d

mm

101.6

101.6

Turbulator Exit Diameter

dT

mm

69.5

69.5

Fuel Temperature

Tf

°C

5.5

5.5

Fuel Pressure

Pf

bar

9.28

7.22-8.59

Fuel Flow Rate

Qf

mL/min

378

126

3

1.4207x10

-5

Kinematic Viscosity

Table 2.2. General flow properties of the NexGen burners used in this work.
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Figure 2.15. Photograph of the FAA next generation fire test burner seat cushion flammability
apparatus.
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Figure 2.16. Location
L
of th
hermocouples relative to bu
urner cone exitt plane, insulaation burnthroough
burner. Th
he relative pla
acement of thee thermocouplles is identicall for both the sseat burner an
nd
insulation
i
burrner.
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Figure 2.17. Photograph of the FAA next generation fire test burner thermal acoustic insulation
burnthrough apparatus.
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Figure 2..18. Photogra
aphs of the piccture frame saample holder.
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Figure 2.19. Typical
T
test prrogression of PAN
P
materiall on picture frrame sample h
holder as obseerved
from the ma
aterial backsid
de. The materrial slowly deggrades, allowin
ng light from tthe flame to p
pass
through. Inittially the mateerial is compleetely opaque (aa), the light geets progressiveely brighter (b
b, c),
cracks beg
gin to form (c)), and eventuaally burnthrou
ugh occurs (d)).
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Figure 2.20. Close-up photograph of the polyacrylonitrile (PAN) sample materials used to measure
burner performance.
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Figure 2.21
1. Baseline bu
urnthrough tim
mes for PAN--8579 (a) and P
PAN-8611 (b)) samples. Th
he
individual sam
mple identifica
ation numbers are listed on
n the horizontaal axis with th
he overall averrage.
The
T material burnthrough
b
time,
t
in seconds, is displayeed on the vertiical axis. The average, stan
ndard
deviation,
d
and
d relative standard deviation
n (%) are disp
played on the plot.
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3

Analysis of Burner Parameters

This chapter presents results obtained from the PIV measurements, flame temperature
measurements, and material burnthrough tests on the FAA NexGen burner. The intent is
to correlate the measured flow fields with the standard burner performance metrics of
flame temperature and burnthrough time that are performed when using the burner for
certification of aircraft materials.

A solid understanding of the fundamental flow

properties created by various burner configurations is crucial to developing an updated
standardized burner configuration for use around the world for aircraft materials fire
testing and airplane certification. It is desired that the burner be simple to construct,
calibrate, and use; therefore the configuration of the burner components should be
simplified as much as possible in order to reduce errors during construction and set up.

The initial testing was focused on studying the internal burner air flow, starting with an
empty burner tube, and then adding components one at a time to understand each
component’s effect on the basic flow.

The burner was then configured for

thermal/acoustic insulation burnthrough testing as per [18] to study the airflow produced
when the burner is in its operational configuration. The fuel spray pattern was studied to
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determine thee size, shape, and circum
mferential sym
mmetry. Laastly, the exteernal burnerr flow
was
w studied by examiniing the burn
ner cone exxit flow andd the flow ffield aroundd and
en
ntrained into
o the burner air flow.

3.1

Interrnal Burneer Flow

3.1.1

Airflo
ow

Measuremen
M
nts on Dra
aft Tube.

The initiall PIV meassurements w
were focuseed on

determining the
t flow fielld exiting th
he draft tube . The baselline configurration is the draft
ube with no fuel pipe, sttator, or turb
bulator insidde in order tto assess thee flow exitinng the
tu
ch
hoke-muffleer assembly and
a flowing into the draaft tube. Singgle-camera 22D PIV wass used
fo
or these meaasurements as
a the flow is assumed to be similaar to pipe floow and relattively
sy
ymmetric. Figure
F
3.1 diisplays the burner configguration and PIV measurrement planee (x-y
plane). The standard co
oordinate ax
xes for this w
work are allso displayedd. The x-axxis is
be and fuel pipe
p
axis, thee y-axis is thhe vertical aaxis normal tto the
alligned with the draft tub
bu
urner axis, and
a the z-axiis is the transsverse axis nnormal to thhe burner axiis. The measured
mean
m
in-plan
ne velocity field
fi
exiting the draft tubbe is shownn in Figure 33.2(a) againsst the
non-dimensio
onalized x- and
a y- axes, normalized
n
bby the burneer draft tube inner diameeter d
of 101.6 milllimeters. The
T contourr plot repressents the veelocity magnitude while the
vectors repressent the mag
gnitude and direction
d
of the in-planee velocity fieeld. The in-pplane
velocity field
d is similar to
o that of jet flow near thhe nozzle exxit, with a cleear potentiall core
reegion just downstream of the nozzlle exit with a slight inccrease in thee jet width. The
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velocity profile near the draft tube exit (x/d=0.2) is displayed in Figure 3.3 (blue). The
profile is nearly flat, and asymmetry can be found about the draft tube axis.

The

asymmetry is speculated to be caused by slight misalignment of the pipe nipple or the
back plate welded to the back section of the burner housing.

The burner was next configured with a 90-degree pipe elbow inserted between the
muffler and the pipe nipple mounted to the back of the burner, as shown in Figure 3.1
bottom. This was done to decrease the overall burner length as a shorter burner would be
beneficial for some laboratories with limited space. The PIV measurements were made
in the same plane as the previous configuration. Figure 3.2(b) displays the measured
mean in-plane velocity field against the non-dimensionalized x- and y- axes normalized
by the draft tube inner diameter for the 90-degree elbow configuration. The contour plot
represents the velocity magnitude while the vectors represent the magnitude and direction
of the in-plane velocity field. The in-plane velocity field is similar to that from the
previous configuration, both in magnitude and direction. Figure 3.3 displays the mean
axial velocity profiles at one pipe diameter downstream from the draft tube exit for both
configurations. The horizontal axis represents the radial position normalized by the draft
tube inner diameter while the vertical axis represents the measured mean axial velocity U
in meters per second. It is evident that the velocity profiles are similar, both having an
asymmetric shape with higher velocities found below the burner axis and a similar peak
velocity value. The 90-degree elbow can be considered to provide an equivalent velocity
profile to that of the straight sonic choke-muffler assembly.
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Measurements on Draft Tube with Fuel Pipe. The fuel pipe was then installed into the
empty burner tube as shown in Figure 3.4. The fuel pipe is aligned with the axis of the
draft tube in the front half of the burner, while in the back half a dogleg pipe bend allows
the pipe to exit the back of the burner 38 millimeters below the air inlet, which is aligned
with the burner axis. Figure 3.5 displays the measured mean in-plane velocity field at the
draft tube exit for the draft tube with fuel pipe configuration, plotted against the nondimensionalized x- and y- axes normalized by the draft tube inner diameter. The contour
plot represents the velocity magnitude while the vectors represent the magnitude and
direction of the in-plane velocity field. It can be seen that the in-plane velocity field is
asymmetric about the axis with a higher velocity region in the upper portion of the flow
field. This is due to the dogleg bend, which deflects the incoming air upwards. Figure
3.6 compares the velocity profile at one diameter downstream for the fuel pipe, 90-degree
elbow, and straight configurations. The horizontal axis represents the radial position
normalized by the draft tube inner diameter while the vertical axis represents the
measured mean axial velocity U. It is evident that the fuel pipe influences the velocity
profile significantly when compared to the two empty burner tube configurations.

Measurements on Draft Tube with Stator. The fuel pipe was removed and the stator
was placed in the tube as shown in Figure 3.7. The holes for the igniters and the central
fuel pipe hole were covered with aluminum tape for these measurements to simulate the
blockage normally created by the fuel pipe and igniters. The face of the stator was
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recessed from the end of the draft tube by x/d=.25, .75, and 1.25 to study the effect of
axial positioning of the stator on the airflow. The stator was oriented such that the
vertical centerline between the two igniter-holding vanes was aligned with the y-axis.
Figure 3.8 shows the measured mean in-plane velocity field at the burner exit for the
three different axial positions of the stator, plotted against the non-dimensionalized x- and
y- axes normalized by the draft tube inner diameter. The contour plot represents the
velocity magnitude while the vectors represent the magnitude and direction of the inplane velocity field. Comparison of Figure 3.8 (a-c) shows similar in-plane velocity
fields characterized a hollow air flow pattern exiting the draft tube.

Though this

measurement is only of the in-plane velocity, evidence of a swirling flow field can be
seen. The flow is symmetric about the axis, a hollow core exists with low and reverse
flow, and increased jet growth is observed when compared to the empty burner tube
configuration. It can be seen for the axial position of the stator at x/d=.25 (c) reverse
flow is observed near the draft tube exit. The jets all flare outward to varying degrees
depending on the axial position of the stator in the draft tube, and the overall jet width at
an axial location one diameter downstream varies from 0.6d for x/d=.25 to about 1.2d for
x/d=.75 and 1.25, as displayed in Figure 3.9. The axial position of the stator is found to
influence the magnitude of the draft tube exit flow and the growth rate of the jet.

Turbulator on Empty Draft Tube. To determine the effect of the turbulator on the
basic flow field it was installed on to the end of an empty draft tube, as displayed in
Figure 3.10. Figure 3.11 displays the measured mean in-plane velocity field of the burner
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configured with an empty draft tube and the turbulator placed on the end of the draft tube,
plotted against the non-dimensionalized x- and y- axes normalized by the draft tube inner
diameter d.

The contour plot represents the velocity magnitude while the vectors

represent the magnitude and direction of the in-plane velocity field. Figure 3.12 shows
the comparison of the mean axial velocity profile at x/d=1 with the empty draft tube
configuration. The horizontal axis represents the radial position normalized by the draft
tube inner diameter while the vertical axis represents the measured mean axial velocity U.
The diameter of the turbulator exit is .68d, therefore the area contraction results in an
increase in the exit velocity, with the maximum velocity being about 2.5 times greater
with the turbulator installed. By examining Figure 3.11 it can be seen that the jet width
slightly increases further downstream.

Measurements on Fully Configured Burner. The burner was then configured as it
would be during testing, with the stator positioned one diameter upstream of the draft
tube exit, the turbulator placed on the end of the draft tube, and the fuel rail, nozzle, and
igniters all configured according to [18]. The test configuration and measurement plane
are displayed in Figure 3.13. Figure 3.14 displays the measured mean in-plane velocity
field for this configuration, plotted against the non-dimensionalized x- and y- axes
normalized by the draft tube inner diameter d. The contour plot represents the velocity
magnitude while the vectors represent the magnitude and direction of the in-plane
velocity field. The flow field is more jet-like with peak velocity near the center of the
flow field and growth typical of a turbulent jet. The influence of the turbulator is seen to
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restrict the outward growth of the swirling flow when compared to the growth observed
when only the stator was installed. In order to determine how the turbulator vanes
influence the flow field, the vanes were filled in with putty so that only the effect of the
area contraction of the turbulator can be observed, as displayed in Figure 3.16. It should
be noted that this configuration would not be used during testing; it is only an experiment
to determine the effect of the vanes on the flow field. The measured mean in-plane
velocity field, displayed in Figure 3.16, is plotted against the non-dimensionalized x- and
y- axes normalized by the draft tube inner diameter d. The contour plot represents the
velocity magnitude while the vectors represent the magnitude and direction of the inplane velocity field. Here it can be seen that the flow does still flare outwards in the top
portion of the flow field, indicating that the turbulator vanes and not the area contraction
are responsible for restricting the outward growth of the flow. The turbulator vanes can
be seen to even out the irregular flow caused by the non-uniformity of the internal burner
components, i.e. asymmetric stator, igniters, and fuel pipe, and reduce the spread rate of
the swirling flow field, concentrating the air flow near the burner axis.

To complement the data displayed in Figure 3.14, additional measurement planes were
acquired for the standard burner configuration. The measurement planes are sketched
relative to the turbulator exit plane in Figure 3.17. The planes were at z=-0.16d, -0.08d,
0, 0.08d, and 0.16d. The mean measured in-plane velocity fields are displayed in Figure
3.18. By comparing the figures, it can be seen that although the center plane flow is
dominant in the axial direction, the neighboring planes have greater vertical velocities.
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Figure 3.19 (a-e) displays the same data in a three-dimensional view to show velocity
profiles from all 5 measurement planes at streamwise locations of x/d=0.2, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5,
and 1.8.

The upward and downward velocity in the outer measurement planes is

indicative of swirling flow in the counter-clockwise (positive) direction when looking
into the burner. As the flow moves further downstream, the vertical component of the
velocity vectors decay and the flow becomes nearly axial indicating the decay of the
swirling flow further downstream.

To investigate the swirling flow further, stereoscopic PIV was used to visualize the threecomponent velocity field at 12 planes downstream from the burner from x/d=0.05 to 3.0
as sketched in Figure 3.20. Figure 3.21 displays the mean image from the first frames of
camera 1 at x/d=.05. The mean image clearly shows the effect of the turbulator vanes on
the exit flow field, as there are eight distinct regions where the seeding is concentrated,
corresponding with the eight turbulator vanes. Figure 3.22 (a-l) displays the measured
mean velocity field for the three-component velocity measurements at 12 downstream
axial measurement planes. The range of measurement planes was chosen as this is the
length of the burner extension cone, 304.8 millimeters, or about 3 pipe diameters, and it
was desired to study the evolution of the unconfined swirling airflow pattern in this
region. The field of view for these measurements was approximately 1.1 diameters high
by 1.45 diameters wide. The flow field at the turbulator exit is displayed in Figure 3.22
(a) at an axial distance of .05 diameters from the exit plane.

The horizontal axis

represents the z-axis while the vertical axis represents the y-axis, both normalized by the
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draft tube inner diameter d. The contour plot represents the magnitude of the out-ofplane (U) axial velocity, while the vector map represents the in-plane horizontal (W) and
vertical (V) components. The counter-clockwise rotation of the swirling flow is evident
as is the entrainment of surrounding flow into the centralized rotating region. The U
velocity is seen to initialize as four distinct high velocity jets emerging from the four
spaces between the stator vanes with a peak velocity of around 18 m/s (a). As the flow
moves downstream the four high velocity jets (a-b) merge into two high velocity regions
in the upper-left and lower-right quadrants of the flow (c-g), and the two regions
converge into one (h). The flow field begins to assume a round jet like shape from
x/d=1.5 on. The center of rotation is found to migrate slightly from the axis at around
x/d=1.75. The peak axial velocity at each measurement plane was plotted against the
axial position in Figure 3.23 to show the axial velocity decay. A curve fit of the
experimental data yields the relation U x

31.739x

.

.

The swirling effect of the stator can be seen in the 3D measurements of the flow field.
The swirl number S is often useful to describe swirling flows. It is defined as the axial
flux of the tangential momentum divided by the axial flux of axial momentum times the
nozzle radius [54]:
2
≅ tan
3

(3.1)

where U, W are the mean axial and circumferential velocities, respectively, r is the radial
coordinate and R is the tube radius. For the stator in this study, the vane angle is
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approximately 60°, resulting in a swirl number of 1.15. According to [38], flows with
swirl number S<~0.4 are considered to have weak swirl. The low degree of swirl results
in increased width of a free or confined jet flow, and the jet growth, entrainment, and
decay are enhanced as the swirl number increases. Flows with higher swirl S>~0.6 have
strong radial and axial pressure gradients set up near the nozzle exit, resulting in axial
recirculation in a central region along the jet axis. With a swirl number of 1.15, the stator
alone can be considered to cause strong swirl, as evidenced by the central recirculation
region in Figure 3.8 (c), though the axial position of the stator is found to influence the
degree of recirculation. The swirling flow in the complete burner, however, is found to
be significantly altered by the addition of the turbulator, as shown in Figure 3.22, where
no reverse flow exists and jet growth is reduced due to the influence of the turbulator.

3.1.2

Fuel Spray

This section discusses the measurements made on the standard fuel spray nozzle that is
currently accepted for use in the NexGen burner. Nozzle M has been used for decades as
it was the nozzle that was supplied with the Park oil burners that fire test methods were
originally based on. The nozzle is rated at 142 mL/min flow rate when provided with
fuel oil at 7.9 bar (100 psig), but is operated at 6.5 bar to achieve 126 mL/min. The spray
pattern is a solid cone with a spray angle of 80°. The 126 mL/min flow rate is required
for the seat cushion, cargo liner, and powerplant component test methods, while the 378
mL/min flow rate is used for insulation burnthrough. The 126 mL/min flow rate was
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chosen for this study due to the lower flow rate and wider use of 126 mL/min vs. 378
mL/min nozzles. The measurements were made of the spray only; the burner air was not
flowing with the spray.

Water was used as the working fluid rather than jet fuel due to the high volatility and
explosion hazard of atomized jet fuel in a confined chamber while using a high power
laser for PIV measurements. The use of water in place of jet fuel does not reflect a direct
analogy; rather water is used to show a qualitative difference in the spray pattern.
Previous research in [55] described a global sizing velocimetry (GSV) measurement of
fuel oil and water in a commercial oil burner spray nozzle with a flow rating of 31.5
mL/min and pressure 6 bar. Droplet size was measured with GSV near the nozzle exit. It
was found for water that larger drops with diameter 45 µm were generated in the spray
sheet area, and smaller drops with diameter 15 µm in the recirculation zone. Fuel oil in
the same nozzle at the same pressure resulted in a different distribution of drop sizes with
a greater concentration of 15 µm drops and a shifted peak droplet size of around 25 µm in
the spray sheet area. These measurements show that it can be expected that water sprays
will generally produce larger droplet sizes than a fuel oil spray.

The purpose of these measurements is to investigate the spray pattern and to determine
the influence of the spray pattern on flame temperature measurements and material
burnthrough tests. Though it is known that droplet size will also have an effect on burner
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performance, for the purpose of this study the drop size distribution is assumed to be
constant, as no variables are being altered that would affect the drop size.

The measurement plane for these measurements is displayed in Figure 3.24. Figure 3.25
displays the mean measured in-plane velocity field of the spray produced by nozzle M.
The contour plot represents the magnitude of the in-plane velocity while the vector plot
represents the magnitude and direction of the x- and y-component velocity vectors. The
horizontal axis represents the axial distance from the nozzle tip while the vertical axis
represents the radial distance from the nozzle tip, both normalized by the draft tube inner
diameter. Immediately apparent is the asymmetric spray pattern (a) exiting the nozzle,
with a higher velocity and longer penetration depth found on the bottom half of the spray
cone than the top half. Also, the velocity of the droplets is seen to quickly decelerate by
around 75% within 0.5d. The asymmetry of the flow field continues further downstream,
though it is not as pronounced as it is initially. To determine if this asymmetry was in
fact a result of the nozzle construction, the nozzle was physically rotated 180° on the fuel
pipe and the measurement was repeated. Figure 3.25 (b) displays the mean measured inplane velocity field of the spray produced by nozzle M after being rotated 180° on the
fuel pipe. It is apparent that the high velocity region has been rotated 180° with the
nozzle, and is now in the upper portion of the plot. Figure 3.26 displays the measured
mean axial (U) velocity profiles near the spray nozzle exit at x/d=0.37. The horizontal
axis represents the radial distance from the axis normalized by the draft tube inner
diameter while the vertical axis represents the axial (U) velocity in meters per second.
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The blue data series represents the baseline 0° configuration while the red data series
represents the 180° rotated configuration. Comparison of the two data sets shows the
near-symmetry about the x-axis, indicating that rotating the nozzle results in a rotation of
the spray pattern. These measurements indicate that though a nozzle may provide the
desired fuel flow rate and spray angle, the circumferential consistency of the spray
pattern may be skewed.

To determine the effect that this spray asymmetry has on burner performance, flame
temperature measurements were made with a nozzle of similar construction on a NexGen
burner configured to perform the seat cushion flammability test method. The nozzle was
rotated in 20° increments between flame temperature measurements over a full
revolution. Figure 3.27 shows the measured flame temperature in degrees Celsius at each
measurement location averaged over thirty seconds at a sample rate of one sample per
second. Each data series represents a single thermocouple measurement location in the
flame. The horizontal axis represents the angle of rotation of the nozzle, and the vertical
axis represents the measured flame temperature in degrees Celsius. Significant changes
in the measured flame temperature are observed over the full rotation of the nozzle.
Thermocouple 1 experiences the greatest fluctuation in flame temperature from 872°C at
140° rotation to 979°C at 80° rotation. Thermocouple 4, which is located in the center of
the flame, is least affected by the nozzle rotation, varying from 960°C at 140° rotation to
984°C at 60° rotation. The fact that the outer thermocouple is most influenced by nozzle
rotation while the inner thermocouple is not can be verified by reexamining Figure 3.26.
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The
T velocity in the centter of the sp
pray is nearlly constant when rotatiing 180°, buut the
velocity near the edges of
o the spray cone variess significanttly when rotating 180°. This
ciircumferentiial spray pattern asymmeetry results iin a flame thhat has spatiially non-uniiform
measured
m
flaame temperrature.

Th
he PIV meeasurements displayed in Figure 3.25

demonstrate the depen
ndency of the flame temperaturre profile at the stanndard
measurement
m
t location on
o the spraay pattern ssymmetry.

This concclusion has been

su
uspected during initial NexGen
N
burrner developpment as it was knownn that in ordder to
acchieve the desired
d
temp
perature rang
ge of 1037 ± 37°C withoout modifyinng the air orr fuel
fllow rates or internal burn
ner geometry
y, rotating thhe nozzle incrementally could bringg lowmeasuring
m
theermocoupless into range.

3.2

External Burn
ner Flow

3.2.1

Cone Exit Flow

The
T air flow field exiting
g the burner cone was m
measured witth PIV to deetermine how
w the
prreviously an
nalyzed flow
w exiting the draft tubee translates tto the flow field exitinng the
co
one. Nine measuremen
m
nt planes were created pperpendiculaar to the conne exit planee; one
on
n the cone centerline
c
an
nd four on eaach side of tthe centerlinne, .25d aparrt as displayyed in
Figure 3.28. The field of view of eaach measurem
ment plane was 170 by 170 millim
meters,
alllowing for measuremen
nt from the cone exit too 1.67d dow
wnstream. F
Figure 3.29 (a-e)
displays an isometric
i
viiew of the burner conne exit planee projected on to the three
dimensional measuremen
m
nt axes. Thee axis normaal to the burrner exit plaane representts the
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x-axis with the origin at the draft tube exit plane. The vertical axis represents the y-axis
with the origin at the burner axis, and the transverse axis represents the z-axis with the
origin at the burner axis. All axes are normalized by the draft tube inner diameter d. The
outline of the cone exit plane is drawn in the y-z plane, as are the flame temperature
measurement locations, with vertical lines and dots representing the thermocouple
probes. It can be seen that the flow exiting the burner cone is irregular in both magnitude
and direction across the entire exit plane. The flow is largely axial in direction and is
significantly greater in magnitude in the center-right region, while in the center-left the
flow is very low and negative towards the edge, indicating reverse flow back in to the
cone. As the flow progresses in the axial direction similar observation can be made,
though the profiles begin to spread out, but at one diameter downstream, where the flame
temperature is measured and where test samples are typically placed, the flow is still
unevenly distributed and significantly greater in magnitude on the right side, while the
left side is still very low. These measurements quantify the strong asymmetry in the cone
exit flow which affects burnthrough test uniformity and results.

Figure 3.30 displays a photograph taken immediately after the burner was shut down after
taking a flame temperature measurement. The heavy soot that collected on thermocouple
#1 resulted in an unusually low flame temperature reading due to the soot insulating the
thermocouple and shielding it from the flame heat. It is now speculated that the soot
formation is due to the low velocity region found near thermocouple #1. Soot formation
is a complex process, but is known to be dependent upon residence time and local flame
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temperature [55]. As was seen in the previous section, the fuel spray nozzle can provide
an asymmetric spray pattern, and the combination of a high velocity spray jet and a low
velocity air flow region results in an overly rich region and increased soot formation,
which collects on the thermocouple probe. The nozzle can be rotated to align the low
velocity fuel spray with the low velocity air flow to reduce the soot creation in that region
and vary the location of soot formation, thereby providing a flame temperature
measurement within specification. This procedure has been recommended by the FAA
when a laboratory is attempting to achieve the required flame temperature range if a
thermocouple is reading an unusually low temperature relative to the neighboring
thermocouples.

Stereoscopic PIV was used to further investigate the cone exit plane flow field. Since the
exit plane is larger than can be obtained with a single measurement plane, the exit plane
was divided into four areas to visualize the complete flow field as displayed in Figure
3.31.

Each area had a field of view of 135 by 95 millimeters, with a combined

measurement plane of 274 by 171 millimeters. Figure 3.32 (a) displays the combined
three-component mean velocity field at the cone exit plane.

The horizontal axis

represents the transverse direction z, while the vertical axis represents the radial direction
y, both normalized by the draft tube inner diameter d. The contour plot represents the
magnitude of the axial velocity U, while the vector plot represents the direction and
magnitude of the in-plane velocity V and W. The irregularity of the flow distribution in
the cone exit plane is apparent, with a high axial velocity region in the top right section
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and reverse axial flow found in the bottom left section. This corresponds with the
previous measurements displayed in Figure 3.29 at the cone exit plane, which also shows
a high velocity region in the top right section and reverse flow in the bottom left section.
Figure 3.32 (b) displays the stereoscopic PIV data from Figure 3.22 plotted on the same
axes with the black line representing the shape of the burner cone exit plane. Comparison
of the two figures shows that the unconfined swirling flow evolves axially as a fairly
symmetric round swirling jet at x/d=3, whereas when the flow is confined by the burner
cone the flow distribution at x/d=3 becomes highly irregular and asymmetric. Also, the
magnitude and shape of the high axial velocity region is more spread out for the confined
flow.

The results found here are similar to those found in [56], where swirling flows in circularto-rectangular transition ducts were studied for applications to exhaust nozzle technology
for combat aircraft. The NexGen burner can be considered analogous to the circular-torectangular transition duct, with the draft tube being the circular duct, the burner cone the
rectangular (ellipsoidal) duct, and the stator-turbulator combination acting as the swirler.
It was determined in [56] from flow visualization that a skewed velocity field is found at
the rectangular duct exit when a counter-clockwise rotating swirling flow is introduced
upstream of the transition duct. The flow transformation is attributed to cross-streamwise
pressure gradients in the corners of the transition duct. Pressure measurements made on
the inside walls of the transition duct reveal asymmetric pressure readings with respect to
the transition duct axes when compared to the case with a non-swirling flow, indicating
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that the swirling flow structure impinges upon the walls, resulting in a skewed structure
with asymmetric streamwise velocity distribution at the duct exit plane.

These

conclusions can be applied to the current measurements at the burner cone exit plane to
understand that the observed irregular exit plane velocity distribution is a result of the
swirling airflow confined by the varying internal geometry of a circular to ellipsoidal
transition.

3.2.2

Flow Field External to Burner Cone

The flow field around the burner cone exit was investigated to determine the interaction
between the still laboratory air and the cone exit flow. Figure 3.33 displays a schematic
of the measurement plane for this series of testing. The measurement plane was centered
on the vertical cone centerline. The chamber was filled with seed particles prior to
testing to see the air around the cone. Figure 3.34 displays a typical raw PIV image from
these measurements. The top portion of the cone can be seen as the blacked-out area in
the lower left region, as the cone was masked out for PIV analysis. The mean measured
in-plane velocity field is displayed in Figure 3.35 (a) plotted against the x- and y-axes,
both normalized by the draft tube inner diameter d. The contour plot represents the
magnitude of the in-plane velocity field while the vector plot represents the magnitude
and direction of the in-plane velocity field. Immediately evident is the cone exit flow
field, which can be seen to be slightly expanding in the y-direction. The magnitude of the
cone exit flow corresponds with the measurements displayed in Figure 3.32 of the
stereoscopic PIV measurements made at the cone exit plane.

Entrainment of the
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surrounding air can be seen near the cone exit flow-ambient air boundary, while the
surrounding air further from the cone is nearly still. The flow streamlines are plotted
over the in-plane velocity field magnitude contour plot in Figure 3.35 (b).

The

streamlines help to visualize the mean flow path of the surrounding air being entrained
into the cone exit flow, showing strong entrainment of surrounding air far from the cone
exit plane. Figure 3.36 (a) displays the scalar mean of the vorticity plotted against the
normalized x- and y-axes. Red contours indicate positive counter-clockwise rotation
while blue contours indicate negative, clockwise rotation. The shear layer is evident on
the top portion of the cone exit flow, indicating mixing between the cone exit flow and
the surrounding air. The vorticity can also be seen to decay in the streamwise direction.
The growth of the exit flow field can be seen as a result of the entrainment of the
surrounding air into the exit flow.

Though the mean in-plane velocity field does indicate the overall direction and
magnitude of the flow, the instantaneous flow field can give more information on the
typical vortex size, interaction between the cone exit flow and the surrounding air.
Figure 3.36 (b) displays a typical calculated instantaneous vorticity field for the cone exit
flow. The horizontal axis represents the x-axis while the vertical axis represents the yaxis, both normalized by the draft tube inner diameter d. The contour plot represents the
instantaneous vorticity while the vector plot represents the instantaneous in-plane
velocity field. Vortical structures are evident in the figure resulting from the irregular,
swirling flow exiting from the cone and the shear layer between the exit flow and the still
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am
mbient air. The structurres can be seeen to decayy in strengthh as they proogress away from
th
he cone exitt in the axiaal direction. The vorticiity at the coone exit planne indicates high
tu
urbulence an
nd mixing wiith the surrou
unding air.

3.3

Chap
pter 3 Sum
mmary

The
T following
g statementss summarize the results ppresented in Chapter 3.


The basic
b
flow fiield exiting the
t empty ddraft tube is similar to tthe potentiall core
region
n of a turbullent jet at th
he nozzle exxit with a sliight increasee in the jet w
width
and a nearly flat velocity
v
proffile.



Inserting a 90° pip
pe elbow up
pstream betw
ween the muuffler and thee burner inleet has
little effect
e
on thee measured draft tube eexit velocity. The veloccity profile aat the
draft tube
t
exit is nearly
n
similaar to the straiight muffler-burner conffiguration.



The fu
uel pipe wass found to in
nfluence thee draft tube eexit flow fieeld. The vellocity
profilee at the draft
ft tube exit was
w found to be skewed ttowards the ttop portion oof the
draft tube,
t
indicatting that thee dogleg bennd in the fuuel pipe diveerts the incooming
flow upwards.
u



The sttator by itseelf was found to create a draft tube exit flow field characteerized
by tw
wo jets issuin
ng from the draft tube aabove and bbelow the buurner axis w
with a
centraal core regio
on of low veelocity. Thee magnitudee and shape of the flow field
was fo
ound to be dependent
d
up
pon the axiall position off the stator faace relative tto the
draft tube
t
exit plaane. As the stator was m
moved closeer to the drafft tube exit pplane,
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the magnitude of the velocity increased, as did the strength of the reverse flow on
the burner axis. The measured flow fields are typical of high swirl (S≈1.15) axial
vane swirlers, with a central recirculation region and increased jet width growth.


The turbulator by itself was found to increase the magnitude of the draft tube exit
flow due to exit area contraction. The exit flow field was found to be very
straight and only slightly increase in width downstream.



The fully configured burner exit flow field appears jet-like with peak velocity
near the center of the flow field and growth typical of a turbulent jet. The
influence of the turbulator is seen to restrict the outward growth of the swirling
flow and even out non-uniform flow caused by the asymmetric internal
components.



The effects of turbulator exit area contraction and vanes were disassociated by
filling in the vanes with putty, thereby only allowing the area contraction to
influence the exit flow field. It was found that the flow flares outward as it did
when only the stator was installed in the draft tube, indicating that the turbulator
vanes are responsible for restricting the outward growth of the swirling flow field.



Measurement of the fully configured NexGen burner exit flow field in four
additional cross-streamwise planes showed that although the center plane was
largely axial, the neighboring planes have more off-axis velocity, indicating the
direction of the counter-clockwise swirling flow exiting from the turbulator.



Three-component velocity fields were obtained at 12 axial measurement planes
from x/d=.05 to 3. The resulting plots showed the evolution of the swirling
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burner exit flow characterized by four distinct high velocity jets issuing from the
stator vanes with strong centralized counterclockwise flow.

As the flow

progresses axially, the four jets combine first into two distinct regions of high
velocity, then finally into a single, round jet shape. The in-plane rotational flow is
found to increase in size and decrease in magnitude as the flow progresses. The
axial velocity was found to decrease to approximately one third its initial value
over the range of three pipe diameters downstream.


In-plane measurements on the centerline of the standard spray nozzle “M” reveal
a strongly asymmetric hollow in-plane velocity field despite the nozzle being
rated as a solid spray cone type nozzle. The velocity profile at the nozzle shows
nearly seven times greater velocity on one side of the cone compared to the other.
Rotation of the nozzle 180° resulted in a near mirror image of the initial velocity
profile, revealing circumferential asymmetry of the spray pattern.



Flame temperature measurements of nozzle “M” rotated over 360° in increments
of 20° indicate that the flame temperature profile is dependent upon the alignment
of the high and low velocity regions of the spray cone. A single measurement
location had a maximum variation of 11% over the range of rotation.



Cone exit plane measurements show that the flow exiting the burner cone is
irregular in both magnitude and direction across the entire exit plane and up to
one draft tube diameter downstream. Overall there is higher velocity in the top
right and lower and reverse flow found in the bottom left of the cone exit plane.
The low velocity region coincides with the measurement location for
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thermocouple #1, which can become shrouded in soot during a temperature
measurement, resulting in abnormally low temperature readings.

The

combination of low air flow with high fuel flow can result in an overly fuel rich
region near thermocouple #1 causing soot to form on the thermocouple sheath.


The swirling burner airflow is altered significantly when confined with the burner
cone as evidenced by the cone exit plane measurements. Comparison of the
unconfined burner air flow measurements with the cone exit plane measurements
show drastically different flow distributions and magnitudes at the same axial
location. Previous studies on swirling flow in circular-to-round transition ducts
have also found that the shape of the transition results in a skewed velocity
distribution due to the flow impinging on the top and bottom surfaces of the duct.



The measurements made on the exterior of the cone indicate entrainment of the
surrounding ambient air into the cone exit flow. Instantaneous and mean vorticity
data show vortical structures exiting the burner cone.

The entrainment and

mixing of surrounding air is evidenced by the counter-rotating structures and by
the decay of the mean vorticity and growth of the cone exit flow field.
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Figure
F
3.1. Bu
urner configurrations for em
mpty tube baseeline tests. Th
he measuremeent plane is aliigned
with
w the verticcal axis of the draft tube. The standard ccoordinate axees for this worrk are shown iin the
measureement plane. Straight
S
confiiguration (top)) and 90° elboow configuratiion (bottom).
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Figure 3.2. Con
ntour and vecctor plot showing measured
d mean in-plan
ne velocity fielld exiting the eempty
draft
d
tube from
m x/d=0-1.8. Comparison
C
off the straight air inlet confiiguration (top)) and the 90-d
degree
inlet configuration
c
(bottom).
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Figure
F
3.3. Veelocity profilees at the draft tube exit (x/d=
=0.2). Compaarison of two d
different upstrream
muffler confiigurations sho
ows asymmetry
y about the bu
urner axis and
d nearly similaar velocity proofile
shapes for both conffigurations.
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Figure 3.4. Schematiic of the fuel pipe
p
in the burrner tube and PIV measureement plane.
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Figure 3.5. Contour and vector plot showing measured mean in-plane velocity field exiting the draft
tube from x/d=0-1.8. The fuel pipe was installed in the burner and is aligned with the burner axis.
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Figure 3.6. Velocity profiles at the draft tube exit. Comparison of two different upstream muffler
configurations and the effect of the fuel pipe in the draft tube.
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Figure 3.7. Scchematic of th
he stator in thee draft tube an
nd PIV measu
urement planee. The holes on the
stator weree blocked with
h aluminum taape for these m
measurements.
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Figure
F
3.8. Co
ontour and vecctor plot show
wing measured
d mean in-plan
ne velocity fieeld exiting the draft
tu
ube from x/d=
=0.1-1.8. The stator
s
was inserted into thee draft tube an
nd recessed 1227 mm (a), 76.2 mm
(b), and 25.4 mm (c) from the
t draft tubee exit plane. T
The magnitudee of the exit veelocity and thee jet
growth are
a seen to varry with statorr location in th
he draft tube.
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Figure 3.9. Comparison of measured mean velocity profiles for the three stator positions at x/d=1.
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Figure
F
3.10. Schematic of the turbulatorr on the end off the empty drraft tube and PIV measurem
ment
plane.
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Figure 3.11. Contour and vector plot showing measured mean in-plane velocity field exiting the draft
tube from x/d=0.1-1.8. The turbulator was installed on the end of the empty draft tube.
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Figure 3.12. Measured meean axial veloccity profiles att x/d=1, compaarison betweeen the empty d
draft
tube configuration
n and the addittion of the turrbulator on th
he end of the d
draft tube.
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Figure 3.13
3. Schematic of the fully co
onfigured NexxGen burner and PIV measu
urement planee.
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Figure 3.14. Contour and vector plot showing measured mean in-plane velocity field exiting the draft
tube from x/d=0.1-1.8 for the fully configured NexGen burner.
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Figure 3.15. Front (a) and bacck (b) view of the turbulator with filled-in
n vanes.
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Figure 3.16. Contour and vector plot showing measured mean in-plane velocity field exiting the draft
tube from x/d=0.1-1.8. The turbulator vanes were filled in with putty to eliminate the effect of the
vanes on the flow while still maintaining the exit plane area reduction of the turbulator; comparison
to Figure 3.14 shows that the turbulator vanes limit jet growth and even out the flow, creating
symmetry.
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Figure 3.17. Frront view of th
he turbulator exit plane shoowing the five measurementt planes adjaccent to
the veertical centerlline plane.
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Figure 3.18. Contour and vector plots showing
s
measu
ured mean in--plane velocityy field exiting the
drafft tube from x/d=0.1-1.8,
x/
z/d
d = -0.16d (a), -0.08d (b), 0 (cc), 0.08d (d), 00.16d (e).
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Figure
F
3.19. Measured mea
an velocity pro
ofiles exiting tthe turbulatorr at 5 cross strreamwise plan
nes at
x/d=0.2
x
(a), 0.5
5 (b), 1.0 (c), 11.5 (d), and 1.88 (e).
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Figure 3.20. PIIV measurement plane loca
ations for stereeoscopic meassurements of u
unconfined sw
wirling
jet emergiing from the tu
urbulator exitt.
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Figure 3.21. Mean image of instantaneous raw data images for stereoscopic PIV measurements of
the unconfined swirling jet emerging from the turbulator exit. The seed particles are seen to be
concentrated in eight locations around the turbulator circumference, coincident with the location of
the eight turbulator vanes.
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135

136

Figure 3.22. Contour and
d vector plots showing meaasured three-component meean velocity fieeld
exiting
e
the dra
aft tube at x/d
d=.05 (a), 0.1 (b
b), 0.25 (c), 0.55 (d), 0.75 (e),, 1.0 (f), 1.25 (g), 1.5 (h), 1.775 (i),
2.0 (j),
( 2.5 (k), and
d 3.0 (l).
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Figure
F
3.23. Peak mean U--component veelocity in each
h axial measurrement plane ffrom x/d=0.055 to 3
indicating th
he axial velociity decay as a function of th
he axial positioon.
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Figu
ure 3.24. Mea
asurement pla
ane location foor spray nozzlle PIV measurrements.
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Figure 3.25. Contour an
nd vector plotts showing meeasured in-plaane velocity fieeld of the spraay
prod
duced by Nozzzle M, 2.25 gp
ph-rated at 1000 psig at ° (a) and 180° (b) rrotation.
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Figure 3.26. Comparison of the mean ax
xial velocity p
profiles at the spray nozzle exit (x/d=0.37)) for
nozzzle M at 0° an
nd 180°.
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Figure 3.27. Average mea
asured flame temperature aat seven therm
mocouple (TC) locations plottted
against
a
the nozzzle rotation aangle for nozzzle M.
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Figure 3..28. Location of 9 cone exitt flow measureement planes 0.25d apart frrom -1d to 1d.
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Figure
F
3.29. Measured
M
mea
an in-plane vellocity profiles exiting the bu
urner cone at 9 cross-stream
mwise
planes
p
from -1
1<z/d<1 at axiial distance x//d=3 (a), x/d=33.25 (b), x/d=33.5 (c), x/d=3.775 (d), and x/d
d=4.0
(e) from the tu
urbulator exitt plane. The flame
fl
temperaature measureement location
ns are indicateed by
the green poiints.
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Figure
F
3.30. Flame
F
temperrature thermocouples immeediately after a measuremen
nt. Note the h
heavy
soot
s
coating on
n thermocoup
ple #1. This th
hermocouple llocation coinciides with the llow velocity reegion
found in the cone exit plan
ne measuremeents.
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Figure 3.31
1. Measuremeent plane loca
ations at the bu
urner cone exxit plane for sttereoscopic PIV
measurem
ments of the ccone exit flow.
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Figure 3.32. Contour and
d vector plots showing meaasured three coomponent veloocity field at tthe
bu
urner cone ex
xit plane formeed by combiniing four indiviidual measureement planes (a) and compaarison
with the un
nconfined swirrling jet emergging from thee turbulator (b
b).
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Figure 3.33. Location of thee external con
ne flow field measurement p
plane.
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Figure 3.34. Typical raw PIV image of the cone centerline plane, external flow field. The blackedout area is the top portion of the cone, which was masked out for analysis.
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Figure 3.35. Contour and vector
v
plots sh
howing measu
ured in-plane vvelocity field ((a) and calcullated
strea
amlines (b) of the burner coone external fllow field.
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Figure 3.36. Contour plots showing the scalar mean oof the vorticityy (a) and typical instantaneeous
vorticitty (b) from thee cone exit flo w on the conee centerline.
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4

Analysis
A
s of Potential D
Design Improvvementts

This
T
chapter presents ressults obtaineed from the PIV measuurements of the non-reaacting
fllow, flame teemperature measuremen
m
nts, and mateerial burnthrrough tests oon selected ddesign
im
mprovementts for the FA
AA NexGen burner.
b
Thee results pressented in the previous chhapter
reeveal that seeveral of thee burner com
mponents prrovide asym
mmetric flow
w patterns, w
which
trranslate into
o uneven distribution
d
of the flaame when performingg a temperrature
measurement
m
t or material fire test.

4.1
4

Interrnal Burneer Flow Im
mprovemeents

4.1.1

Symm
metric Stato
or

The
T
first design improv
vement wass to replacee the originnal stator w
with one thhat is
co
ompletely sy
ymmetric by
y removing the
t igniter hoolders from the stator. T
This was donne by
drrawing the stator
s
in 3D computer aided
a
draftinng (CAD) sooftware, rem
moving the iggniter
holders, and sending the digital mod
del to a com
mputer numerrical controll (CNC) machine
hop. The fin
nal part is sh
hown in Figu
ure 4.1 to thhe right of thhe original sttator. It has been
sh
asssumed for some time that the asy
ymmetry of the stator caauses irreguular flow, annd by
reemoving thee igniters and
d igniter wirres the flow
w would be m
more uniform
m. The resuulting
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configuration is without an ignition source, so an alternative method of burner ignition
was needed to perform tests. A handheld propane torch was found to safely and easily
ignite the fuel air mixture, as shown in Figure 4.2. The symmetric stator was evaluated
with three methods:

PIV measurement of the exit flow field, flame temperature

measurements on the insulation burner, and material burnthrough times. The results of
all three are compared to the original stator to show the difference in performance.

The configuration of the symmetric stator for the PIV measurements is shown in Figure
4.3. The symmetric stator was placed in the same axial and rotational configuration that
the original stator would be during testing – one pipe diameter upstream from the
turbulator exit plane and the vertical centerline between two stator vanes oriented 30°
counterclockwise from the vertical centerline of the burner tube. The measurement
plane, also shown in Figure 4.3, was aligned on the vertical draft tube centerline and
placed at the turbulator exit plane. An example of typical PIV image data is displayed in
Figure 4.4. The field of view was 246 x 185 millimeters. Identical measurements were
made with the original stator in order to have a direct comparison of original vs.
symmetric stator.

Figure 4.5 (a) displays the measured mean in-plane velocity field exiting the turbulator
exit plane for the baseline symmetric stator configuration. The horizontal axis represents
the axial distance from the turbulator exit plane while the vertical axis represents the
radial distance from the burner axis. The contour plot represents the magnitude of the
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mean in-plane velocity field while the vector plot represents the magnitude and direction
of the in-plane velocity field. The in-plane velocity field again resembles typical exit
flow for a turbulent jet with noticeable growth of the jet due to entrainment. The same
measurements were repeated with the original stator at the same axial and rotational
position on the fuel pipe, and at the same sonic choke inlet pressure. Figure 4.5 (b)
displays the measured mean in-plane velocity field for the original stator. Figure 4.6
displays the mean axial velocity profiles for both stators at the turbulator exit, x/d=0.3 (a)
and x/d=1 (b). The horizontal axis represents the radial distance from the burner axis
normalized by the draft tube inner diameter d while the vertical axis represents the axial
velocity magnitude in meters per second. The blue data series represents the original
stator and the red data series represents the symmetric stator. The axial velocity profile at
the turbulator exit is symmetric, with a peak axial velocity of approximately 11.5 meters
per second. At one diameter downstream the profile is seen to spread out, and the peak
velocity has reduced to about 8 meters per second. The peak is also seen to move slightly
off axis. The mean axial velocity profile for the original stator at the turbulator exit is not
as symmetric as the profile from the symmetric stator, and the peak axial velocity is
lower for the original stator. Further downstream, however, the profile for the original
stator becomes more symmetric, and the peak axial velocity remains around 10 meters
per second. The original stator results in a narrower profile with a higher peak velocity
which further supports the fact that the symmetric stator provides a broader swirling jet
with more evenly distributed velocity than the original stator.
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The angle of the symmetric stator vanes is identical to the original stator, yet the PIV
measurements indicate increased jet growth over the original stator as seen in the velocity
profiles at x/d=1.

The swirl number assessment for axial vane swirlers assumes a

symmetric swirler; therefore the presence of the igniter holders in the original stator alters
the “perfect” swirler assumption, reducing the actual swirl number of the flow. Velocity
measurements were made at the draft tube exit for the configuration with only the
symmetric stator in the draft tube to compare to the measurements in section 3.1.1 with
the original stator in the draft tube. Figure 4.7 displays the measured mean in-plane
velocity field at the draft tube exit with the symmetric stator recessed 50.8 (a) and 101.6
(b) millimeters, respectively, plotted against the non-dimensionalized x- and y- axes
normalized by the draft tube inner diameter. The contour plot represents the velocity
magnitude while the vectors represent the magnitude and direction of the in-plane
velocity field.

The in-plane velocity fields are similar to the original stator

measurements, with two diverging jets exiting the draft tube and a central region of
recirculation. The axial velocity profiles at one diameter downstream are displayed in
Figure 4.8 for both symmetric stator positions. Comparison with the profiles in Figure
3.9 show greater jet width and recirculation for the symmetric stator measurements, both
attributes of a higher swirl number swirler.

The flame temperature was measured on the insulation burnthrough burner to determine
how the characteristics of the flow created by the symmetric stator influences the flame
temperature profile. Figure 4.9 displays the measured flame temperature averaged over
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thirty seconds at each measurement location and the overall flame temperature average.
The horizontal axis represents the thermocouple probe and the vertical axis represents the
measured flame temperature in degrees Celsius. The measured flame temperature for the
symmetric stator is represented by the blue bars while the original stator is represented by
the red bars. The symmetric stator provides a nearly uniform and symmetric flame
temperature profile with a minimum to maximum difference of only 30°C. The original
stator has a non-uniform but nearly symmetric profile with a spread of 93°C. The overall
average flame temperature for the symmetric stator is greater than for the original stator
by 35°C. It can also be seen that the symmetric stator, when oriented in the same manner
as the original stator, does not result in low temperature readings on thermocouple #1 like
the original stator does, perhaps due to the greater spread rate and wider velocity profile.

Thus far the symmetric stator has proven to provide a more uniform and symmetric
velocity and temperature profile and an overall higher flame temperature over the original
stator. The next test series was focused on determining how these attributes affect burner
performance in an actual material fire test. Both stator configurations were set up in the
insulation burnthrough burner, and the picture frame blanket holder was used to evaluate
the burnthrough time of the standard polyacrylonitrile (PAN) materials.

Figure 4.10

presents the material burnthrough times recorded during testing for the PAN-8579 (a) and
the PAN-8611 (b) material. A set of four samples were run for the symmetric stator to
compare to the NexGen burner baseline data set of ten samples. It can be seen that the
symmetric stator baseline configuration results in a longer average burnthrough time for
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both materials, 16.45 seconds longer on the PAN-8579 and 33.6 seconds longer on the
PAN-8611, or in terms of the standard deviations of the NexGen burner baseline data set,
almost 2 standard deviations for PAN-8579 and 3.5 standard deviations for the PAN8611. Despite having a higher average measured flame temperature and more uniform
temperature distribution, the symmetric stator provided longer burnthrough times than the
original stator. The symmetric stator did have lower relative standard deviations for both
materials compared to the original stator, indicating that it may provide a slightly more
repeatable flame.

The symmetric stator was then run through a series of rotations and axial translations on
the fuel pipe to determine if a burnthrough time equivalent to the original stator could be
found. Only flame temperature measurements were made for this test series. A series of
seven rotations in 15° increments from 0° to 90° were made at the standard axial position
of 1 pipe diameter upstream of the turbulator exit, followed by a series of translations in
25.4 millimeter increments from 152.4 to 50.8 millimeters.

The flame temperature

spread, ΔT=TMax-TMin, was used to find the most uniform flame temperature distribution
while also seeking the highest overall average flame temperature.

Figure 4.11 (a)

displays the average measured flame temperatures at the standard measurement locations
over the series of rotations and axial translations. Each thermocouple is represented by a
different color and shaped data series. The horizontal axis represents the rotational angle
and axial position of the symmetric stator. The vertical axis represents the measured
flame temperature in degrees Celsius.

Thermocouple #1 reads the lowest of all
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thermocouples, though through the series of rotations and translations the reading on
thermocouple #1 eventually reaches temperatures similar to the other thermocouples.
Figure 4.11 (b)

displays the flame temperature spread (blue) and average flame

temperature (red) against the rotational and axial position of the symmetric stator. The
flame temperature spread corresponds to the left vertical axis (ΔT, °C) while the average
flame temperature corresponds to the right vertical axis (°C). The flame temperature
spread is found to vary with rotation angle and axial position of the symmetric stator,
with the lowest flame temperature spread and hence the most uniform flame temperature
distribution at 0° rotation and 50.8 millimeters recessed from the turbulator exit plane.
The overall average flame temperature is also found to vary with the symmetric stator
rotational angle and axial position, with the highest average flame temperature found at
0° rotation and 50.8 millimeters recessed from the turbulator exit plane. This stator
position was also tested with the original stator for a direct comparison. Figure 4.12
displays the average measured flame temperatures for each thermocouple for the
symmetric stator (blue) and original stator (red) at the baseline position (solid) and at 0°
50.8 millimeters (dashed). It can be seen that the symmetric stator has an overall higher
flame temperature at the new position, while the measured flame temperature for the
original stator has changed little over all thermocouples.

A series of PAN burnthrough tests was performed to determine the effect of stator
position on material burnthrough time. Four tests of PAN-8579 and four tests of PAN8611 were run for both the original stator and the symmetric stator at 0° 50.8 millimeters.
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Figure 4.13 displays the results from the PAN-8579 (a) tests and PAN-8611 (b) tests.
The original stator is displayed as blue bars while the symmetric stator is red. The
average burnthrough times from the baseline tests are shown as solid bars, and the
individual and average burnthrough results from the current test series are displayed as
dashed bars. The horizontal axis displays the test sample number or indicates average
burnthrough, while the vertical axis represents the burnthrough time in seconds. Despite
achieving an average flame temperature higher than any other configuration tested and
the most uniform flame temperature distribution, the symmetric stator at 0° 50.8
millimeters provided the longest burnthrough for both the PAN-8579 and PAN-8611
materials. The original stator at 0° 50.8 millimeters provided the fastest burnthrough
times for both materials despite having a flame temperature that is similar to the baseline
configuration and significantly less than the symmetric stator at 0° 50.8 millimeters.
These tests indicate that the flame temperature is not an accurate measure of burner
performance, and a different parameter must have a greater influence on material
burnthrough.

PIV measurements were made on the airflow exiting the draft tube for both stators at the
position of 0° 50.8 millimeters. The measurement plane was the same as was described
for the previous symmetric stator measurements and displayed in Figure 4.3. The mean
measured in-plane velocity field is shown in Figure 4.14 (a) for the symmetric stator and
(b) for the original stator at 0° 50.8 millimeters. The shape of the profiles differs slightly,
with the symmetric stator resulting in a wider jet downstream than the original stator.
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The velocity profiles at the turbulator exit plane and one diameter downstream are shown
in Figure 4.15 (a-b). It can be seen that although the symmetric stator has a slightly
higher initial peak velocity than the original stator, the axial velocity is again seen to
decay more rapidly than the original stator. The velocity profile is also seen to be wider
for the symmetric stator than for the original stator, indicating that the symmetric stator
produces an airflow that grows faster, resulting in a more uniformly distributed air flow
pattern than for the original stator.

The flame temperature measurements, material burnthrough tests, and PIV analysis all
indicate that the symmetric stator is not equivalent to the original stator. Though it does
provide an overall higher measured flame temperature and more uniform temperature
distribution, the material burnthrough tests indicate that this uniformity produces a flame
that is less severe than the original stator. From a safety perspective, the symmetric
stator, when used in place of the original stator, would allow for materials to pass a
material burnthrough test that the original stator would have otherwise failed, possibly
allowing materials on to an aircraft that do not meet the safety standard developed on the
NexGen burner with original stator. Also, using the symmetric stator in place of the
original stator does not eliminate the complexity of describing the configuration of the
internal components.
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4.1.2

Flame Retention Heads

The next test series focused on an alternative method of providing an air flow pattern
similar to the original stator-turbulator combination with fewer components and a less
complicated set up procedure.

The flame retention head is a relatively modern

commercially available oil burner component that attaches to the end of the draft tube,
replacing the stator and turbulator.

Figure 4.16 displays the three different flame

retention heads used in this work. The head consists of three openings: center opening,
primary slots, and secondary slots. The center opening allows for room for the spray
nozzle to protrude and spray fuel into the air flow. The primary slots are tangential slits
acting as an axial swirler, mixing the swirling air with the fuel spray droplets. The vane
angle of the primary slots is approximately 56°, and according to [54] the estimated swirl
number is 1.01, similar to the estimated swirl number of the stator, 1.15. The secondary
slots create an axial co-flow to envelop the swirling flow, concentrating the flame
towards the center, and allow more air to be used by the flame. The three flame retention
heads tested, F12, F22, and F31, have identical center openings and primary slots; the
only difference is the width of the secondary slots. The F12 has slots that are 4.75
millimeters wide, the F22 has slots that are 8.8 millimeters wide, and the F31 has slots
that are 14.4 millimeters wide. The exit plane area for the flame retention heads was
calculated and compared to the exit plane area of the turbulator, as displayed in Table 4.1.
The exit area of the turbulator falls between that of the F22 and the F31.
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Flame temperature measurements were made for all three flame retention heads. Figure
4.17 displays the average measured flame temperatures for the three flame retention
heads: F12 in blue, F22 in red, and F31 in green. The horizontal axis represents the
measurement location and overall average. The vertical axis represents the measured
flame temperature in degrees Celsius. It is apparent that all three flame retention heads
provide different flame temperature profiles, and the shape of the profile can be linked to
the size of the secondary openings for each flame retention head. The average flame
temperatures are all in the same range of the previous original stator and symmetric stator
tests.

Material burnthrough tests were performed to determine how the flame retention heads
would perform in actual fire testing. Figure 4.18 presents the average burnthrough times
for the PAN-8579 and PAN-8611 materials. The F12 is represented by the blue bars, the
F22 by the red bars, the F31 by the green bars, and the original stator baseline is
represented by the blue dashed bars. A wide range of burnthrough times is found in this
test series. The F12 consistently provides the fastest burnthrough while the F31 provides
the longest burnthrough, with the F22 in the middle. The average measured flame
temperatures for the flame retention heads do correlate with the burnthrough times, with
the F12 having the highest flame temperature and fastest burnthrough time and the F31
having the lowest flame temperature and longest burnthrough time, though the difference
in temperature between the F12 and the F31 is only 35°C. The F22 is found to be nearest
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to the original stator baseline configuration with burnthrough times on average 24
seconds faster.

Lastly, the flame retention heads were analyzed using PIV to study the draft tube exit
flow. The measurement plane was the same as was described for the previous stator
measurements. The mean measured in-plane velocity fields for the flame retention heads
are displayed in Figure 4.19 for the F12 (a), F22 (b), and F31 (c). Comparison of the
figures shows that the shape of the in-plane velocity field is a result of the size of the
secondary slots. The F12 has the smallest secondary slots; therefore the exit area is the
smallest so the exit velocity is the greatest. The F31 has the largest secondary slots and
the lowest exit velocity and a higher velocity exiting the secondary slots than the center
hole. The mean axial velocity profiles at the draft tube exit and one diameter downstream
are shown in Figure 4.20 (a-b). At the draft tube exit the three profiles are similar in
shape but vary in magnitude. The flows exiting the center hole and secondary slots are
evident and are nearly equivalent for each head. At one diameter downstream the flow is
more evenly distributed, with the center hole flow still evident for the F12 and F22, while
the F31 has a greater velocity near the edges due to the large secondary slot size.
Comparison of the velocity profiles with those from the original stator in the previous
section shows that the F22 is most similar to the original stator in magnitude at one
diameter downstream.
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The analysis of the flame retention heads indicates that the flame temperature
measurements and material burnthrough times are dependent upon the shape and
magnitude of the in-plane velocity field. The high axial flow created by the F12 head
resulted in high flame temperatures in the center of the measurement rake and low flame
temperatures near the edges. The F12 also had the fastest burnthrough time, on average
two times as fast as the original stator baseline, due to the strength of the flame and the
concentrated area of impingement on the material. Conversely, the F31 had the lowest
overall flame temperature but most uniformly distributed temperature profile, and the
longest burnthrough time, on average 1.4 times longer than the original stator baseline.
The flame created by the F31 was more uniformly distributed with no high velocity
regions; therefore the material was not as forcefully impinged upon. The F22 had a flame
temperature profile most similar to the original stator baseline with higher temperatures
found on the outer thermocouples and a low temperature trough in the center. The
material burnthrough times were the most similar to the original stator baseline, on
average only 1.1 times faster. The magnitude of the peak velocity at one diameter
downstream was most similar to the original stator baseline as well. As a replacement for
the stator-turbulator combination, the F22 provides the most similar flame temperature
profile, material burnthrough time, and in-plane velocity field to the baseline
configuration, with fewer components and a greatly simplified set up arrangement.
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4.1.3

Correlation of Burnthrough Data with Velocity Data

Sufficient data has been collected to this point to make a general correlation between
material burnthrough time and burner exit velocity as measured with PIV. Peak axial
velocity values at a downstream distance of x/d=1 from the draft tube exit were extracted
from the in-plane velocity field measurements for each configuration tested. These
values were used to correlate PAN-8579 and PAN-8611 material burnthrough time to
burner exit velocity, as displayed in Figure 4.21. The horizontal axis represents the
measured peak axial velocity at x/d=1 while the vertical axis represents the material
burnthrough time in seconds.

Each data series represents a different burner

configuration. The figures clearly show an inverse relationship between burnthrough and
peak axial velocity; as peak axial velocity increases, material burnthrough times decrease.
The same burnthrough data for PAN-8579 and PAN-8611 was plotted against the
corresponding average measured flame temperature in Figure 4.22.

The correlation

between material burnthrough time and average flame temperature is not strong, as the
configuration with the highest average flame temperature had one of the longest material
burnthrough times for both materials. These results indicate that the configurationdependent burner exit velocity magnitude is more of a critical parameter than measured
flame temperature.

4.1.4

Fuel Spray

The velocity measurements of the standard nozzle M revealed an asymmetric spray
pattern and the effect it has on flame temperature measurements.

The design
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improvement chosen for this area is an off-the-shelf oil burner nozzle, referred to here as
nozzle D, a 126 mL/min-rated nozzle at 7.9 bar. PIV was used to visualize the spray
pattern and determine symmetry. The measurement plane was again taken at the nozzle
exit and was aligned on the vertical axis of the draft tube. Again, water was used as the
working fluid for these experiments.

A full rotational study was performed on Nozzle D to determine circumferential spray
symmetry. Figure 4.23 (a-f) displays the measured mean in-plane velocity field for the
spray produced by nozzle D over a series of rotations in increments of 60° completing a
full rotation. The contour plot represents the magnitude of the in-plane velocity while the
vector plot represents the magnitude and direction of the x- and y-component velocity
vectors. The horizontal axis represents the axial distance from the nozzle tip while the
vertical axis represents the radial distance from the nozzle tip, both normalized by the
draft tube inner diameter. As was observed for nozzle M there is noticeable spray
asymmetry that travels with the rotation of the nozzle D. Figure 4.24 displays the
measured mean axial velocity profiles near the spray nozzle exit at x/d=0.37. The
horizontal axis represents the radial distance from the axis normalized by the draft tube
inner diameter while the vertical axis represents the axial (U) velocity in meters per
second. Each nozzle rotation is represented by a different color data series. It is evident
that the high velocity region rotates with the nozzle rotations and that the spray pattern is
circumferentially asymmetric. Compared to the measurements of nozzle M in Section
3.1.2, nozzle D has a lower peak axial velocity due to the different nozzle ratings (142
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mL/min for nozzle M, 126 mL/min for nozzle D) as a result of different orifice size,
producing different droplet sizes with different velocities despite running at the same
flow rate.

A nozzle of similar specification to nozzle D was installed in a horizontally-mounted
NexGen burner in the same manner as nozzle M was tested in the previous section to
acquire flame temperature measurements. The nozzle was rotated in 20° increments
between flame temperature measurements over a full revolution. Figure 4.25 displays the
measured flame temperature in degrees Celsius at each measurement location averaged
over thirty seconds at a sample rate of one sample per second.

Each data series

represents a single thermocouple measurement location in the flame. The horizontal axis
represents the angle of rotation of the nozzle, and the vertical axis represents the
measured flame temperature in degrees Celsius. The temperature range on the vertical
axis is identical to the temperature range for the temperature measurement of nozzle M.
Compared to nozzle M, it can be seen that the flame temperature measurements recorded
for nozzle D are less sensitive to nozzle rotation, as the level of fluctuation is
significantly less than was found for nozzle M. Nozzle D did however provide overall
lower measured flame temperatures compared to nozzle M.

Material burnthrough tests were performed with a 378 mL/min nozzle D of similar spray
pattern to compare with the PAN baseline tests that were run with nozzle M. Figure 4.26
displays the average burnthrough times for the PAN materials from the baseline tests
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plane, as displayed in Figure 4.27, to force the exit plane to retain its shape through many
heating cycles. The influence of the ring on test results has been questioned for some
time, whether the ring has an effect on the airflow around the cone or a radiative effect on
the test sample. Here, the external flow field is measured and compared to the original
cone to determine any similarities or differences in flow fields.

The measurement plane for this test series was the same as displayed in the previous
chapter for the external cone measurements. The plane was centered on the vertical cone
centerline. Figure 4.28 displays sample PIV data from these measurements. The top
portion of the cone, as well as the ring, can be seen as the blacked out area in the lower
left of the image. The mean measured in-plane velocity field is displayed in Figure 4.29
(a) plotted against the x- and y-axes, both normalized by the draft tube inner diameter d.
The contour plot represents the magnitude of the in-plane velocity field while the vector
plot represents the magnitude and direction of the in-plane velocity field. The cone exit
flow field can be seen in the bottom portion of the figure, and is largely axial in direction.
The flow streamlines are plotted over the in-plane velocity field magnitude contour plot
in Figure 4.29 (b). The influence of the reinforcement ring can be seen in the direction of
the streamlines. Comparison with the streamline plot from the original cone shows that
the reinforcement ring does interrupt the surrounding air from being entrained into the
exit flow. The ring is seen to block incoming air from being entrained in the exit flow.
For the reacting flow case, this could affect cooler air from reaching the flame or the test
sample, influencing test results. The scalar mean of the vorticity is displayed in Figure
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4.30 (a). The shear layer is evident on the top portion of the cone exit flow, indicating
mixing between the cone exit flow and the surrounding air. The vorticity can also be
seen to decay in the streamwise direction. The reinforcing ring is seen to create a region
of negative vorticity immediately downstream.

Figure 4.30 (b) displays a typical

instantaneous vorticity field for the reinforced cone measurements. The horizontal axis
represents the x-axis while the vertical axis represents the y-axis, both normalized by the
draft tube inner diameter d. The contour plot represents the instantaneous vorticity while
the vector plot represents the instantaneous in-plane velocity field. Vortical structures
can be seen in the cone exit flow, and the reinforcing ring is seen to create a recirculation
zone immediately downstream.

Two nearly identical burner cones that have not been exposed to fire were installed on the
insulation burnthrough NexGen burner to determine the effect of the ring on flame
temperature measurements and material burnthrough. The cones differ only in the fact
that one cone, called the ring cone, has a 1.22 millimeter thick, 25.4 millimeter high ring
welded to the outer surface at the cone exit plane. Both cones were manufactured from
1.22 millimeter thick 310 stainless steel by the same machinist, and for this test series
both experienced the same amount of heat exposure, so differences cone heat loss are
assumed to be negligible in the comparison. Figure 4.31 displays the average measured
flame temperatures for the standard cone in blue and the ring cone in red. The horizontal
axis represents the measurement location and overall average.

The vertical axis

represents the measured flame temperature in degrees Celsius. Comparison of the two
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data series reeveal only sllight differen
nces in the m
magnitude oof the measuured temperaatures
an
nd the tem
mperature prrofile, with the ring ccone measurring lower on all butt one
th
hermocouplee, and having
g a lower ov
verall averagge. Materiaal burnthrouggh test resultts are
displayed in Figure
F
4.32 for the PAN
N-8579 mateerial (a) andd the PAN-88611 materiaal (b).
Itt can be seen that the riing cone haas faster oveerall burnthroough times on both maaterial
ty
ypes, indicatting the ring
g cone provides a more severe burnner configuraation for maaterial
bu
urnthrough tests. Thou
ugh the PIV
V measuremeents alone ccannot substtantiate the exact
nature of thee increased severity, it is speculaated that thhe ring couuld create hhigher
tu
urbulence do
ownstream, increasing mechanicall stressing oof flexible materials dduring
teesting, or thee ring servees to interferre with cooller surroundding air from
m being entrained
in
nto the burneer flame, inccreasing flam
me severity.

4.3
4

Summary

The
T following
g statementss summarize the results ppresented in chapter 5.


A new
w symmetricc stator wass designed aand construccted withouut igniter hollders.
Measu
urement of the exit flow
w field and comparisonn to the origginal stator show
increaased growth of the swirlling jet downnstream of tthe exit and lower peak axial
velociity. Flame temperaturee measuremeents show m
more symmeetric and uniiform
tempeeratures and
d an overaall higher aaverage flam
me temperaature.

Maaterial

burnth
hrough tests reveal long
ger burnthro ugh times ffor the symm
metric statorr than
the orriginal stator.
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A series of axial and rotational movements were made with the symmetric stator
to find a more comparable material burnthrough time to the original stator. Flame
temperature measurements indicate the highest overall flame temperature and
most uniform temperature profile was found at an axial distance of 50.8
millimeters from the stator face to the turbulator exit plane and the vertical
centerline between vanes aligned with the vertical centerline of the draft tube.
The original stator, when placed at the same position, yielded flame temperatures
only slightly higher than its baseline configuration. Material burnthrough tests
with both stators at the same location show that the original stator at this position
has faster burnthrough times than the baseline while the symmetric stator has even
longer burnthrough times than all cases tested. PIV measurements reveal higher
velocity magnitude and narrower jet width for the original stator over the
symmetric stator. These tests indicate that although a higher and more uniform
flame temperature may be measured, the material burnthrough is more directly
dependent upon the magnitude of the flow velocity.



A set of three flame retention heads were used to replace the stator and turbulator
combination. The heads had identical center hole and tangential primary slot
sizes and only differed in the size of the coflowing secondary slots; F12 had the
smallest coflow, F31 the largest.

Flame temperature measurements indicate

generally higher temperatures for the FRH vs. the stator-turbulator combination,
and the temperature profile is influenced by the shape of the flow field. Material
burnthrough times reveal that the F12 yielded the fastest burnthrough time while
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the F31 yielded the longest, with the F22 being most comparable to the NexGen
burner baseline. PIV measurements reveal similarly shaped axial velocity profiles
at the draft tube exit, though significant variation in magnitude. The material
burnthrough times can be directly correlated to the magnitude of the peak velocity
for the flame retention heads.


An oil burner fuel spray nozzle from a different manufacturer was analyzed with
PIV to determine spray pattern consistency. A series of 6 rotations of the nozzle
reveal spray pattern asymmetry in each plane similar to the standard NexGen
nozzle. Flame temperature measurements reveal less rotational sensitivity to
spray asymmetry than the standard nozzle, and material burnthrough testing
indicates burnthrough times similar to the standard nozzle, indicating less
dependence of material burnthrough on spray pattern when impinging upon a
large, flat test sample.



The addition of a reinforcement ring around the cone exit plane is used by some
laboratories to maintain cone exit plane shape during repeated hot-cold cycling.
PIV measurements of the area above the cone top surface indicate the ring
prevents surrounding air from being entrained into the cone exit flow. The ring is
also found to create large scale vortices just downstream. Flame temperature
measurements from a new standard cone and a new ring cone reveal only slight
differences in temperature magnitude and profile. Material burnthrough tests
indicate the ring cone provides a more severe configuration as burnthrough times
were faster than the standard cone for both materials.
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Figure 4.1. Original stato
or (left) and sy
ymmetric stattor (right) on the fuel pipe w
with fuel nozzzle.
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Figure
F
4.2. Ign
nition of the NexGen burner with a hand
dheld propane torch. The use of an igniteer-less
stator requirres an externaal ignition sourrce.
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Figure 4.3. Schematic
S
of the test configu
uration for th e symmetric sstator PIV meeasurements. The
draft
d
tube is cu
ut away to sho
ow the interna
al componentss. The measurrement plane iis approximatted by
th
he green rectaangle.
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Figure 4.4. Typical PIV image data for the symmetric stator tests.
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Figure 4.5. Contour and vector
v
plots sh
howing measu
ured mean in-plane velocityy field exiting the
turbulator for the symm
metric stator ba
aseline configu
uration (a) an
nd the originall stator baselin
ne
configuration
n (b).
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Figure 4.6. Comparison
C
of mean axial velocity
v
profilees at the turbu
ulator exit, x/d
/d=0.3 (a) and one
diameterr downstream
m x/d=1 (b), forr the original sstator (blue) aand symmetricc stator (red)
configuratioons.
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Figure 4.7. Contour and vecctor plots show
wing measured
d mean in-plaane velocity fieeld exiting thee draft
tube.
t
All interrnal componeents except thee symmetric sttator were rem
moved from th
he draft tube. The
symmetric
s
stattor vertical ceenterline was aligned
a
with th
he draft tube vertical centeerline, and reccessed
50.8 mm
m (a) 101.6 mm
m (b) from th
he draft tube exit plane.
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Figure 4.8.. Measured mean
m
velocity profiles
p
for th e two symmettric stator possitions at x/d=11.
Com
mparison with
h Figure 3.9 sh
hows greater j et growth for the symmetriic stator.
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Figure
F
4.9. Av
verage measurred flame temp
peratures at e ach thermocoouple measureement location
n (TC)
forr the original stator
s
baselinee (blue) and th
he baseline sym
mmetric statoor (red).
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Figure 4.10. Burnthroug
gh times for PA
AN 8579 (a) aand PAN-8611 (b) material. Comparison of
original stator baseline (blue) vs. sym
mmetric stator baseline (red)).
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Figure 4.11. Average mea
asured flame temperature
t
fo
for the symmetric stator at vvarious axial aand
radial
r
location
ns (a) and flam
me temperaturre spread (ΔT,, blue) and oveerall average flame temperature
(TC AVG,
A
red), fo
or the symmetrric stator at vaarious axial aand radial locaations (b).
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Figure 4.12. Average mea
asured flame temperatures
t
at each therm
mocouple locattion (TC) for tthe
sy
ymmetric stattor (blue) and the original stator
s
baselinee (red) at the b
baseline positiion (solid) and
d at 0°
50.8
8 millimeters ((dashed).
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Figure 4.13. Bu
urnthrough tiimes for PAN--8579 materiaal (a) and PAN
N-8611 material (b). The avverage
burnthrou
ugh time of basseline stator position
p
(solid)) is compared with the new stator positioon
(dashed) for the original stator
s
(blue) a nd the symmeetric stator (reed).
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Figure 4.14. Contour and vector plots showing
s
measu
ured mean in--plane velocityy field exiting the
metric stator att 0° 50.8 millim
meters (a) and
d the original sstator at 0° 500.8
turbulator for the symm
millimeters ((b).
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Figure 4.15. Comparison
C
off mean axial velocity
v
profilees at the turbu
ulator exit forr the original sstator
(blue) and
a symmetricc stator (red) at 0° 50.8 milllimeters at x/dd=0.3 (a), and x/d=1.0 (b).
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Figure
F
4.16. Photograph off three flame retention
r
head
ds tested in thiis work showiing the locatioons of
the center opening
g, primary slotts, and second
dary slots.
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Units
2

Center Hole Area

mm

Primary Slots Area

mm

Secondary Slots Area

mm

Total Area

mm

2

2

2

F12

F22

F31

660.52 660.52 660.52

Turbulator
3739.28

260.17 260.17 260.17
903.85 1697.61 3206.29
1824.54 2618.30 4126.98 3739.28

Table 4.1. Measured exit plane area for the flame retention heads compared to the turbulator.
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Figure
F
4.17. Average measu
ured flame tem
mperatures foor the three flaame retention
n heads, F12 (b
blue),
F22 (red),
(
and F311 (green).
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Figure
F
4.18. Average
A
burntthrough times for PAN-85799 and PAN-86611 materials for the three fflame
retention
r
head
ds tested: F12
2 (blue), F22 (rred), F31 (greeen), and origiinal stator basseline (blue/wh
hite).
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Figure 4.19. Contour and vector plots showing
s
measu
ured mean in--plane velocityy field exiting the
flame retention
r
head
ds for the F12 (a), F22 (b), aand F31 (c).
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Figure 4.20. Comparison of the mean axial
a
velocity p
profiles for eaach flame reten
ntion head at the
draft tube ex
xit x/d=0.2 (a)) and x/d=1.0 ((b).
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Figure 4.21. Average mateerial burnthro
ough time as a function of m
measured peak
k axial velocitty at
x/d=1 for PA
AN-8579 (a) an
nd PAN-8611 (b).
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Figure 4.2
22. Average material
m
burntthrough time as a function of measured aaverage flamee
tem
mperature forr PAN-8579 (aa) and PAN-86611 (b).
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198

Figure 4.23. Contour an
nd vector plotts showing meeasured in-plaane velocity fieeld of the spraay
produced
p
by Nozzle
N
D, 126 mL/min (2.0 gph)-rated
g
at 6.87 bar (85 p
psig). The nozzzle was rotateed in
60-deg
gree incremen
nts resulting in
n 6 nozzle rotaations (a-f).
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Figure 4.24. Comparison of the mean axial velocity profiles at the spray nozzle exit (x/d=0.37) for
nozzle D at 60° increments.
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Figure
F
4.25. Average meassured flame temperature at seven measurrement locatioons plotted agaainst
D.
the nozzle rotation anglle for nozzle D
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Figure 4.26. Av
verage burnth
hrough times for
f PAN mateerials from noozzle M (blue) and nozzle D (red).
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Figure 4.27. Photograph of a reinforced burner cone.
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Figure 4.28. Sample PIV image of the reinforced cone centerline plane, external flow field. The
blacked-out area is the top portion of the cone, which was masked out for analysis.
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Figure 4.29. Contour and vector
v
plots sh
howing measu
ured in-plane vvelocity field ((a) and calcullated
streamlines
s
(b) of the reinfo
orcement ring burner cone eexternal flow field.

205

Figure 4.30. Contour plots showing the scalar mean oof the vorticityy (a) and typical instantaneeous
vorrticity (b) from
n the cone cen
m the reinforceement ring co ne exit flow on
nterline.
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Figure 4.31. Average meassured flame teemperatures foor the standarrd cone (blue) and the ring cone
(red).
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Figure
F
4.32. Bu
urnthrough tiimes for PAN--8579 materiaal (a) and PAN
N-8611 materiaal (b). Compaarison
of th
he standard co
one design (blu
ue) and the reeinforcement rring cone desiign (red).
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5

Concluding Remarks

The Federal Aviation Administration makes use of threat-based fire test methods and
certification requirements for aircraft materials to enhance the level of safety in the event
of an in-flight or post-crash fire on a transport airplane. The global nature of the aviation
industry results in these test methods being performed at hundreds of laboratories around
the world; in some cases testing identical materials at multiple labs but yielding different
results. The test methods have evolved from simple Bunsen burner material tests to
larger, more complicated apparatuses, requiring greater understanding of the most
influential parameters on apparatus performance. The FAA Next Generation (NexGen)
fire test burner was analyzed with Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) to determine how
the various burner components and configurations affect the flow field and performance.

Burner exit air flow was revealed as the most critical parameter for material burnthrough
testing, as the magnitude and shape of the velocity profiles exiting the draft tube heavily
influence material failure times. This finding reveals the necessity for a simple and
repeatable method of configuring the burner such that all laboratories will have identical
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configurations, resulting in identical exit air flow fields and comparable material
burnthrough times. Measured flame temperatures did not show a direct correlation to
material burnthrough times – high average flame temperatures do not necessarily dictate
fast burnthrough times.

However, flame temperature measurements are useful for

indicating day to day burner consistency, and a drastic change in the flame temperature
profile could indicate misaligned burner components.

The configuration of the stator and turbulator was found to have an effect on the exit inplane velocity field, measured flame temperatures, and material burnthrough times.
Replacing the stator with a perfectly symmetric stator was found to increase uniformity in
both velocity and temperature profiles, but significantly increase material burnthrough
time. Also, the symmetric stator would need to be specified at a set axial and rotational
position, requiring similar detailed set up and maintenance procedures to the original
stator. The use of flame retention heads would greatly simplify the burner specification
and provides more uniform flame temperatures and burnthrough times similar to the
current baseline configuration.

The current fuel spray nozzle was found to provide a circumferentially asymmetric spray
pattern, directly affecting the measured flame temperature profile.

Nozzles from a

different manufacturer yielded similar asymmetry in both spray pattern and flame
temperature, but yielding material burnthrough results similar to the baseline
configuration. The dependence of burner performance on nozzle spray pattern is most
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likely test-method dependent; the insulation and cargo liner burnthrough tests are large,
flat samples directly impinged upon by the whole burner flame. Other test methods,
including the seat cushion test, have test specimens only partially immersed in the flame,
and depending on the direction of the asymmetric spray pattern, test results could be
affected.

The flow exiting the burner cone was found to be highly asymmetric, due to the growth
of the swirling air flow confined in a circular-to-ellipsoidal burner cone.

The low

velocity region coincides with a temperature measurement location often known to result
in low temperatures due to soot collecting on the thermocouple. Alteration of the cone
shape to a circular exit plane could eliminate this asymmetry, though the test methods are
designed around the ellipsoidal shape of the burner exit plane relative to the specimen
size and shape. The addition of a reinforcement ring around the burner cone exit plane
was found to alter the flow field around the cone, create turbulence and rotation
downstream in the cone exit flow, and decrease material burnthrough times when
compared to an identical cone without a ring.

The results of this investigation provide a basis for future modifications to the NexGen
burner in order to simplify the burner specification and increase worldwide
reproducibility of test results while maintaining the severity of the threat-based
requirements. This investigation was successful in identifying critical parameters of the
NexGen burner with the use of flow visualization and material burnthrough tests.
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Recommendations for future measurements on the NexGen burner would be correlating
reacting and non-reacting flow fields and investigation of the reacting flow field
impinging on the various test samples in different burner orientations.
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